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Open Session Statement
7 May 2007
Douglas Jones, Chair UCCR

Topic: TIAA/CREF Social Responsibility Investment Concerns

On the first of April, the Faculty Center received an email from Neil
Wollman, Senior Fellow at the Peace Studies Institute and a Professor
of Psychology at Manchester College in Indiana regarding some of the
investments of TIAA/CREF. In his email, he identifies several
corporations about which he has concerns regarding their social
responsibility.

Among the institutions identified are Nike, World Bank Bonds, Phillip
Morris/Altria, Coca-Cola, Walmart, CostCo and Chevron. His email
encourages support of faculty individually and collectively to encourage
TIAA/CREF to address various concerns regarding these investments.

After carefully reviewing the charge of the University Committee on
Corporate Relations and consulting with Prof. Garcia, long-time chair of
UCCR, we agreed that this was not within the scope of the committee.

Nevertheless, I'm here to today to make you aware of this effort. For
those who would like more information about this concern, I will
provide the website address www.makeTIAA-CREFethical.orq as well
as Prof. Wollman's email address NJW0I!man©manchester.edu to be
included with the minutes for this meeting.
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Faculty Center

1400 E. Mabel St. - PO Box 210473
621-1342 (Fax: 621-8844)

FACULTY SENATE

2007-2008 Faculty Senate Meetinq Schedule
All meetings are scheduled for 3:00-5:00 p.m.

Monday, September 10, 2007 AHSC Duval Auditorium
Monday, October 1, 2007 AHSC Duval Auditorium
Monday, November 5, 2007 AHSC 8403
Monday, December 3, 2007 AHSC 8403
Monday January 28, 2008 TBA
Monday, February 4, 2008 TBA
Monday, March 3, 2008 TBA
Monday, April 7, 2008 TBA
Monday, May 5, 2008 TBA

First day of classes: Wednesday, January 16, 2008;
MLK Day: Monday, January 21, 2008

2007-2008 Faculty Senate Executive Committee Meetinq Schedule
All meetings are scheduled for 3:00-5:00 p.m. in the Faculty Center, 1400 E. Mabel St.

Monday, August 20, 2007
Monday, September 17, 2007
Monday, October 15, 2007
Monday, November 19, 2007
Monday, December 10, 2007 (final exam week)
Monday, January 14, 2008
Monday, February 18, 2008
*Monday March 24, 2008
Monday, April 21, 2008

First Day of Classes, Monday, August 20, 2007
First day of Classes: Wednesday, January 16, 2008
MLK Day: Monday, January 21, 2008
*spring Break March 1 5-23, 2008
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Committee on Conciliation
Vote for three (3). Two-year term (5/1/07-4/30/09)

COLE, JULIA KOPROWSKI, JOHN MERKLE, CARRIE J

MILLER, MARK REYES-ESCUDERO, VERONICA ____TUMIN, ANATOLI

University Committee on Ethics and Commitment
Vote for two (2). Three-year term (5/1/07-4/30/10)

GRAHAM, MARY E HARRIS, DAVID T

JOST, B HELEN RILEY, MARK

University Hearing Board
Vote for four (4). Three-year term (5/1 /07-4/30/1 0)

CLIFFORD, DALE ____WESTBROOK, SUZANNE

WINSLOW, DIANNE J WORONOV, TERRY

Faculty Senate Representatives to the Senate Committee on Budget and Strategic Planning
Vote for two (2). One-year term, 5/1/07-4/30/08, must be a sitting Faculty Senator

CONWAY, WILLIAM E DAVIS, OWEN K

Faculty Senate Representative to the Senate Executive Committee
Vote for one (1). Two-year term, 5/1/07-4/30/09, must be a sitting Faculty Senator

GREEN, SYLVAN B SILVERMAN, ANDY

THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
Faculty Senate

May 7, 2007

BALLOT

Faculty Senate Representative to the Grievance Clearinghouse Committee
Vote for one (1). One-year term, 5/1/07-4/30/08, must be a sitting Faculty Senator

DAVIS, OWEN K

Faculty Senate Representative to the Shared Governance Review Committee
te for one (1). Two-year term, 5/1/07-4/30/09, must be a sitting Faculty Senator

SILVERMAN, ANDY

DRAFT
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA®
Faculty Senate

May 7, 2007

Faculty Senate Election
Candidates' Biostatements

Nominees for Membership on the
COMMITTEE ON CONCILIATION

Three to be elected, two-year terms (5/1/07-4/30/09)

COLE, JULIA. Associate Professor, Geosciences (and Joint Associate Professor, Atmospheric
Sciences), College of Science. I began my faculty career at the University of Colorado and
moved to the UA in 1999. Here I have served on several committees at various levels, including
the Dean's Post-Tenure Review committee for the College of Science, the Global Change
Executive Committee, several search committees (including one as chair), and departmental
committees for faculty evaluation, program review, and graduate policy. Beyond the UA, I have
been a member of several National Research Council entities, a steering committee at the
National Center for Atmospheric Research, and the governing Council of the American
Quaternary Association. I am excited about the opportunity to serve the university community at
a broader level, and I respect the importance of the Committee on Conciliation as a crucial
vehicle for minimizing the escalation of disputes and resolving them in a fair and transparent
manner. I would bring to this position the ability to listen openly and the energy to work on fair
resolutions that benefit all parties.

KOPROWSKI, JOHN. Professor, School of Natural Resources, program in Wildlife
Conservation and Management. College of Agriculture and Life Sciences. Ph.D. in Biology from
the University of Kansas (1991). I joined the UA faculty in 2000 as an untenured Associate
Professor, having since been promoted to Full Professor with tenure. I have served on and
chaired the Faculty Status Committee in the School of Natural Resources and on the equivalent
of Faculty Senate at a previous institution. I have collaborated with colleagues to develop an
internal seminar and speaker program to create a diverse and welcoming workplace in the
School of Natural Resources. Academic life provides incredible opportunities for personal and
professional growth of members of the community in what is most often a positive and
harmonious environment. As with most any human enterprises, occasional disharmony can
emerge and the opportunity to assist the UA community during such times through membership
on the Committee for Conciliation is an important role and one that I would like to undertake.

MERKLE, CARRIE J. Associate Professor, College of Nursing. I received my BSN, MS in
Nursing, and PhD in Zoology from Arizona State University. My affiliation with The University of
Arizona began in 1991 when I was an NIH-supported postdoctoral fellow. I became a Research
Assistant Professor in the Physiology Department in 1993 and a tenure-track Assistant
Professor in Nursing in 1994. At present, in addition to being an Associate Professor, I am
Director of the Administrative Core of the NIH-sponsored Center on Injury Mechanisms and
Related Responses. Past awards include Young Investigator Award from the Microcirculation
Society; Outstanding Research Award from the GI Physiology Section of the American
Physiological Society; Excellence in Teaching and Excellence in Research Awards from Sigma
Theta Tau, Beta Mu. I am an elected Fellow in the American Academy of Nursing. My research
has been continuously funded since 1993 by extramural agencies that include the NIH and
DOD. Current service responsibilities include grant review panel membership for the DOD



Congressionally Directed Medical Research Program on Breast Cancer. I have served two
terms on the University Faculty Senate, multiple terms on the Research Policy Committee and
on the Committee for Academic Freedom and Tenure. In my College, I have served as Vice-
Chair and Chair of the Nursing Faculty, Chair of the Committee on Committees, and member of
the College's Faculty Retention and Promotion Committee. The University Committee on
Conciliation has a very important charge. I am committed to assuring fairness and objectivity
while working towards acceptable resolutions for all parties in cases brought to the Committee.

MILLER, MARK. Professor, College of Law. Before joining the College of Law faculty in 2006, I
taught at Emory Law School from 1988-2005, where I served as Associate Dean for Faculty and
Scholarship (2003-2005). I write and teach on topics including prosecutorial decision-making,
sentencing, the politics of crime, the death penalty, juvenile law, and public lands and natural
resources. I graduated from the University of Chicago Law School and Pomona College.
Before teaching I served as law clerk to Chief Judge John Godbold of the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Eleventh Circuit, as Attorney-Advisor in the Office of Legal Counsel of the U.S.
Department of Justice, and as Special Counsel at the Vera Institute of Justice in New York. As
a citizen of the university, I am willing to participate in University governance. I believe that
many conflicts can be resolved by helping parties to understand more clearly the position and
concerns of all parties, and through creative outcomes, and would therefore be willing to serve
on the Committee on Conciliation.

REYES-ESCUDERO, VERONICA. Associate Librarian. University of Arizona Libraries, Special
Collections, (Non-college). I have been involved in various library committees as well as
curricular committees at the departmental level in my previous position as liaison to the
Department of English. Most recentty, I was part of the Library Cabinet as Library Faculty
Representative. I was also part of a task force for the library which produced a white paper on
the state of the future for the UA Libraries. Having worked with groups that have looked at
issues at the macro level has given me a broad view of the issues affecting higher education. I
have had experience with dealing with conflict and resolution. I am able to keep an open
perspective and focus on resolving the issue at hand. lt is important to have committees such as
the Committee on Conciliation to offer a venue where affected personnel have an opportunity to
be heard and attempt to resolve issues before taking them through official channels. lt is an
honor to be considered for such a committee.

TUMIN, ANATOLI. Professor, Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering, College of Engineering.
I have 23 years of experience in the academic environment (9 in Moscow, 8 in Tel-Aviv, and 6
at the University of Arizona). This international experience (together with 8 years in leading
positions in aerospace industry) informs my broad perspective on conflicts. I would be pleased
to accept a position on the committee, as a service to the University and to the academic
community at large.

Nominees for Membership on the
UNIVERSITY COMMITTEE ON ETHICS AND COMMITMENT

Two to be elected for three-year terms (5/1/07-4/30/1 0)

GRAHAM, MARY E. Librarian, Arizona State Museum (ASM). I joined the University in 1987. I
received my B.A. in Anthropology and my MLS from the University of Arizona. Prior to coming
to the UA I was Head Librarian at the Heard Museum in Phoenix. I am a past President of the
Art Libraries Society of North America (ARLIS/NA) and I am currently Co-Chair for Programming



for the 2008 annual meeting in Denver, Co. I am asso active in the regional chapter of
ARLIS/NA and the Museum Association of Arizona. I have served on the UA CS&P Committee,
on numerous departmental committees, including service as Chair of the ASM Faculty.

HARRIS, DAVID T. PH.D. Professor of Immunology, Dept. lmmunobiology, College of
Medicine. I am a graduate of Wake Forest University in Winston-Salem, North Carolina where I
obtained Bachelor of Science degrees (cum laude) in Biology, Mathematics and Psychology in
1978. I earned a Masters of Medical Sciences (summa cum laude) from Bowman Gray Medical
School in 1980 and a Doctorate in Microbiology and Immunology (magna cum laude) from
Bowman Gray Medical School in 1982. From 1982-1985 I was a Postdoctoral Fellow at the
Ludwig Institute for Cancer Research in Lausanne, Switzerland. In 1985 I joined the faculty at
the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill as a Research Assistant Professor in the
Department of Medicine. In 1989 I joined the faculty at the University of Arizona in Tucson as
an Associate Professor in the Department of Microbiology & Immunology. In 1996 I was
promoted to Professor of Immunology. Currently, I serve as Director of the Cord Blood Stem
Cell Bank, as a member of the Arizona Cancer Center, a member of the Children's Research
Center, a member of the Arizona Arthritis Center, and Head of the Gene Therapy Group. My
research interests include stem cells, immunotoxicology, cancer research, transplantation and
gene therapy. I have published more than 300 articles (papers, abstracts and book chapters),
given more than 200 talks on stem cells over the past 7 years, and have served as a consultant
to the governments of China, Hong Kong, Singapore and South Korea. During the 18 years that
I have been at the university I have also founded 3 companies; Cord Blood Registry, Inc.;
ImmuneRegen BioSciences, Inc.; and QuReGen, Inc. I believe that the length of my tenure at
the university, along with my extensive experience in both the academic and private sector
arenas provide me with a unique perspective on the issues facing the faculty today with regard
to tenure, ethics and academic freedom. Although we face many challenges today, from
dwindling resources to a diminishing respect for the things we do, we must never forget what it
was that made the American university system the envy of all other educational systems, and
we must actively protect the freedoms that it requires.

JOST, B. HELEN. Associate Professor, College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, Veterinary
Science and Microbiology. I received my PhD in Microbiology at Monash University, Melbourne,
Australia in 1990, and completed two postdocs in Canada and Australia. I came to the
University of Arizona in 1996 and spent a number of years as a research scientist, prior to my
appointment as an Associate Professor in 2004. I teach undergraduate and graduate courses in
Microbiology, and have always stressed to my students the need for ethical behavior as
scientists and other professionals. I have been the Chair of the departmental Graduate Program
Committee for the past seven years, I am a panel member for an NSF training grant program
and I have twice held the office of President of the Arizona-Nevada Branch of the American
Society for Microbiology. This is my first nomination to a University Committee, and one that I
am honored to have received. I strongly believe that our ethical conduct as faculty should serve
to be an example to our students, constituents and the wider community.

RILEY, MARK. Associate Professor, Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering, College of
Agricultural and Life Sciences: member of UA faculty since 1997. BS Chemical Engineering (U
of Mich, 1990); MS Chemical Engineering (Rutgers, 1994), PhD Chemical Engineering
(Rutgers, 1995). I have served on and chaired a number of committees at the UA. Some of my
recent activities include: ABE curriculum committee: Member (1998-present), Chair (2001-
present); College of Engineering Undergraduate Studies Committee (2001-present), Member,
Chair (2003-2004; 2004-2005); Faculty Fellow at Gila HaIl (2001-2003), at Villa del Puente
(2003-2004, 2005-present); Alpha Epsilon Faculty advisor (2000 - present); Graduate



Interdisciplinary Program in Biomedical Engineering (1997 present), Chair of the Activities
Subcommittee (1999-2003), member of the Program Committee (2005-present). Joint
appointment in Chemical and Environmental Engineering (2004-present) and in Materials
Science and Engineering (2005-present), B105 institute (2005-present). As a fairly new member
of the University of Arizona community, I can provide perspective from those who are
undergoing or have recently passed the promotion and tenure review process. The Committee
on Ethics and Commitment plays an important role in maintaining the integrity of the University
and that this is intertwined with the P&T review. I look forward to the opportunity to contribute to
this important committee.

Nominees for Membership on the
UNIVERSITY HEARING BOARD

Four to be elected, three-year terms (5/07-4/1 0)

CLIFFORD, DALE. Assistant Professor, Architecture, College of Architecture and Landscape
Architecture. No biostatement received.

WESTBROOK, SUZANNE. Senior Lecturer and Associate Department Head, College of
Science, Department of Computer Science. I would be pleased to serve on the University
Hearing Board to help in ensuring that student problems are dealt with in a fair and equitable
manner and that University policy regarding conduct and academic integrity is upheld. I have
been at UA since 1999. In both my teaching and administrative roles I have had numerous
opportunities to work with students and their issues at the department level, including probation,
suspension, and expulsion cases. Our department is known for having a long-standing
commitment to identifying academic integrity issues and dealing with them in a consistent
manner. I look forward to participating on this board and working on these issues at the
university level.

WINSLOW, DIANNE J. Professor, School of Theatre Arts (1980) and Associate Artistic Director
of the Arizona Repertory Theatre. Areas of specialization: Acting, Voice and Movement and
Shakespeare. Significant past and current service in student advising and post graduate and
faculty mentoring. Extensive educational outreach projects to include state, national and
international tours. University committee service has included: Committee on Conciliation,
General Education, Vice Dean of Graduate College/Asst. V.P. for Research Search, Small
Grants and the University Hearing Board. College committees: Promotion and Tenure, Fine Arts
Market Adjustment, Curriculum, Excellence, Grade Appeals, and Dean's level Audit Committee
and Merit Distribution. Departmental committees: Curriculum, Promotion and Tenure, Annual
Performance Review, Undergraduate, Production, Executive, Scholarship, Recruitment and
numerous faculty searches. My work focuses on interpreting human motivation and interaction
and developing the creative expression of same. Additional research includes training
techniques for actors with special needs. I would like to return as a third time member of the
University Hearing Board to serve in upholding the Codes of Conduct and Academic Integrity.

WORONOV, TERRY. Assistant Professor, Bureau of Applied Research in Anthropology,
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences. I joined the faculty in 2004, and since then have
worked closely with undergraduate students as teacher, mentor and project leader. I direct a
combined research/outreach project here in Tucson, where undergraduates learn social science
research methods and ethics by exploring genuine research questions in our community, and
developing appropriate outreach responses. I am committed to undergraduate education,



building better relationships between students and faculty, and believe that a strong Hearing
Board is an essential part of the University's scholarly and ethical mission.

Senate Nominees for Membership on the
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUDGET AND STRATEGIC PLANNING

Two to be elected, one-year term (5/1/07-4/30/08)

CONWAY, WILLIAM E. Associate Professor, Mathematics, College of Science. I have served
on and chaired the Undergraduate Council, served on and chaired the ICPC and served in the
Faculty Senate. I have been on the University General Petitions Committee for the last 19
years and chaired it for the last seven years. I have published research papers and directed
PhD Theses. Currently I chair ICPC and represent ICPC on the Undergraduate Council. I would
like the opportunity to use my over 40 years of U of A experience to participate in the planning
and budgeting process of the university. If given the opportunity, I will be dedicated in my
service to the Senate Committee on Budget and Strategic Planning.

DAVIS, OWEN K. Professor, Geosciences, College of Science. I completed my Ph.D. in
Ecology in 1981, and joined the faculty of the University of Arizona in 1982. Since that time, I

have served repeatedly on Promotion and Tenure Committees and Performance Evaluation
Committees in the Department of Geosciences. My University and College service includes
being a member of the College of Science Academic Advisor's Group, and service on the COS
Dean's Audit Committee. I have served on the Strategic Planning and Budget Committee (04-
07), as an elected member of the Faculty Senate (06-08), as Chair of the Committee on
Academic Freedom and Tenure and as Chair of the ad hoc Student Employment Work Team. I
served on the Performance Review Committee for the Dean of the Library (2000), the Site
License Committee, the ISPE Executive Committee, the Executive Committee for the
Anthropology IGERT, the Executive Committee for the Biodiversity RTG (99-01), Director of the
Center for Climate and Surficial Processes (94-00), and the Arid Lands and Global Change
GIDP's. I have served as an external reviewer for the USD Geology Department, a member of
the UA Arid Lands APR, and as President of state and international professional organizations. I
am active in teaching graduate, undergraduate and Tier I courses. I am committed to balanced
and fair exercise of academic freedom in teaching, service and research.

Senate Nominees for Membership on the
SENATE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

One to be elected, two-year term (5/1/07-4/30/09)

GREEN, SYLVAN B. Professor of Public Health, Mel and Enid Zuckerman College of Public
Health, and Director of Biometry, Arizona Cancer Center. Previously, I was Professor of
Epidemiology and Biostatistics, Professor of Biomedical Ethics, Professor of Oncology, and
Cancer Center Associate Director (Biostatistics and Informatics) at Case Western Reserve
University in Cleveland, OH. Before that, I had a long research career at the National Institutes
of Health. I am a Fellow of the American College of Epidemiology and a Past President of the
Society for Clinical Trials. I am a Statistical Editor of the Journal of the National Cancer Institute
and former JNCI Deputy Editor for Cancer Spectrum, as well as a past Associate Editor of
Controlled Clinical Trials. My research interests are in design and analysis of clinical trials,
prevention trials, and epidemiologic studies, and applying biostatistical and computer
methodologies (especially with MacOS) to medical and public health problems. I have published



in the medical, statistical, and epidemiological literature, and I am a strong advocate of large
randomized trials for research in treatment, prevention, and behavioral interventions. I organize
and participate in a variety of educational activities focused on design and analysis of
intervention trials. In the College of Public Health, I have served on the Committee on
Promotions and Tenure, Research Advisory Committee, Epidemiology Graduate Program
Executive Committee, and Epidemiology Curriculum Committee; I currently serve as chair of the
Faculty Assembly, chair of the Biostatistics Section, and member of the Education Committee
and Student Scholarship Committee. I am a U of A Faculty Senator and a member of the
Intercollegiate Athletics Committee.

SILVERMAN, ANDY. Professor, Law, College of Law. As many of you know, I have been a
member of the Faculty Senate for quite some time. I regard the Senate as the centerpiece of
faculty governance (aka shared governance) on this campus. I feel it is an institution where
faculty can voice its opinions about many issues and proposals and take a stand concerning
them. I have always tried to be an active Senator and take part in what is happening in the
Senate. In that regard, I have served as the Senate representative on the Senate Executive
Committee for the past few years and would like to continue to do so.

Senate Nominees for Membership on the
GRIEVANCE CLEARINGHOUSE COMMITTEE

One to be elected, one-year term (5/1/07-4/30/08)

DAVIS, OWEN K. Professor, Geosciences, College of Science. I completed my Ph.D. at the
University of Minnesota in 1981, and joined the faculty of the University of Arizona in 1982. lam
committed to shared governance, academic freedom, and service as a duty of academic
appointment. My UA service includes election to CAFT (04-07), SPBAC (04-07) and the Faculty
Senate (06-08). I have served as Chair of CAFT (06-07) and as webmaster for SPBAC. I was
appointed Chair of the ad hoc Student Employment Work Team (06), to V.P. Patti Ota's 5-Year
Review Committee (07), the Dean of the Library's Performance Review (2000), the Site License
Committee, the ISPE Executive Committee, the Executive Committee for the Anthropology
IGERT, the Executive Committee for the Biodiversity RTG, Director of the Center for Climate
and Surficial Processes, and the Arid Lands and Global Change GIDPs. I have served as an
external reviewer for the SDS Geology Department, and as a member of the UA Arid Lands
APR. In the College of Science, I am a member of the Science Student Advisors Group and the
Dean's Audit Committee (07). My research emphasis is environmental change in arid tands on
timescales of decades to millions of years. I have been elected President of regional and
international professional organizations, and have received distinguished service awards from
these organizations. In addition to graduate courses, I offer, each semester, a high-enrollment
Gen Ed course. I have marched in commencement since Spring 1982, and have served as a
Masters-Degree "Hooder' since 2000.

Senate Nominees for Membership on the
SHARED GOVERNANCE REVIEW COMMITTEE

One to be elected, two-year term (5/1/07-4/30/09)

SILVERMAN, ANDY. Professor, Law, College of Law. Shared governance (aka faculty
governance) has been an important part of my life as a faculty member. I feel that the concept
of shared governance makes universities unique and hopefully sets an example for others to



follow. Also, I hope that it presents a model to our students in how institutions/corporations
should be run. I am always interested in how to maintain and strengthen shared governance.
As a result, I would like to continue to serve on the Shared Governance Review Committee.

Senexec/2006-07/senate eIecons/ senate election biostatements for 5.7-07



For Faculty Senate Agenda Item 7

CONSENT AGENDA
Faculty Senate Meeting May 7, 2007

Instruction and Curriculum Policy Committee

CONSENT AGENDA ITEMS

Item I

Approval to change the name of the Department of Media Arts to the School of Media Arts.

Projected effective date: Fall, 2007

Description: The Department of Media Arts requests a name change to the School of Media
Arts as part of the College of Fine Arts strategic initiative to be a college comprised of five
professional schools.

Justification: Currently, the College of Fine Arts is comprised of four schools: Art, Dance,
Music, and Theatre Arts with professionally oriented conservatory-like curricula leading to
initial and terminal professional degree and, in most schools, liberal arts degrees as well.

Media Arts is the newest and most dynamic component of the arts disciplines. In 2003 the
faculty in the Department of Media Arts developed a strong strategic plan to encompass the
latest trends in media arts technologies in order to offer professional education in the disciple to
meet the rapidly changing demands of the field.

The significance of this title change is important to the positioning of the program nationally,
regionally (Arizona State University recently restructured the Department of Theatre to the
School of Theatre and Film), and locally (meeting College of Fine Arts strategic goal to establish
five professional schools. It is symbolic of the changes that have evolved for two decades and
underscores a common approach and language understood in professional arts education circles
and appropriate to a research institution.

Approvals:
Undergraduate Council: NA
Graduate Council: 02-16-2007
Administrative Review: PMG: 03-05-2007, AD: 03-13-2007
ICPC: 4-1 1-07, 7-0-0 with two absent



Item 2

Approval to implement the Master of Fine Arts with a major in Dance as proposed by the School
of Dance in the College of Fine Arts.

Projected effective date: Fall, 2007

Description: The School of Dance in the College of Fine Arts wishes to establish a terminal,
practice-oriented, 60-unit Master of Fine Arts with a major in Dance. The academic program will
provide a rigorous plan of study for students wishing to pursue advanced studies in dance,
specifically choreography and performance.

Justification: The proposed dance program will meet several UA Strategic Priorities and
Initiatives. A large percentage (98%) of the student population are returning professionals and
represent a diverse group in terms of age, background, gender and ethnicity. The very nature of
dance is both collaborative and diverse offering numerous opportunities for scholarly work
across campus. Ninety-two percent of the dance graduate teaching assistant salaries are dedicated
to supporting Tier II General Education classes for non-major students and serve approximately
500 students per semester.

The program has maintained a close relationship with the ASU dance program and have worked
together to avoid duplication of programs. Impact on the ASU program should be negligible
since the course of study at UA is so different and appeals to a very different student population.
The graduate program at ASU attracts students who are primarily interested in advanced studies
in modern/contemporary dance as well as dance technology and world dance. The UA program
will attract students interested in advance creative and scholarly work in performance and
choreography in diverse technical styles.

Approvals:
Undergraduate Council: NA
Graduate Council: 02-16-2007
Administrative Review: PMG: 03-05-2007, AD: 03-13-2007
ICPC: 4-11-07, 7-0-0 with two absent
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Item 3

Approval to change the name of the academic program Master of Education with major in
School Counseling and Guidance to the Master of Education with a major in School Counseling.

Projected effective date: Fall, 2007

Description: The Department of Educational Psychology in the College of Education requests a
name change of the School Counseling and Guidance major for the Master of Education to
School Counseling to more accurately reflect the content of the program.

Justification: The field of school counseling has been undergoing considerable development
over the last decade and the current program name uses an outdated nomenclature. The name
change will reflect national standards of practice as clarified in the American School Counselor
Association National Model. The current counseling program specifically and exclusively
focuses on the training of school counselors and the new name will appropriately designate the
unique nature of the curriculum.

The request coincides with changes to state and nation requirements for training school
counselors. The total units for the program have increased from 36 to 48 as of Fall 2006 and the
hours of practicum and internship have increased from 50 and 200 to 100 and 600 (national
standards for professional school counselors).

Approvals:
Undergraduate Council: NA
Graduate Council: 02-16-2007
Administrative Review: PMG: 03-05-2007, AD: 03-13-2007
ICPC: 4-11-07, 7-0-0 with two absent

Icpd2OO6-O7/y crd f!ty Snt on1 gnd
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For Faculty Senate Agenda Item 8

Faculty Senate Meeting May 7, 2007

Instruction and Curriculum Policy Committee

NON-CONSENT AGENDA ITEMS

Item I
Approval of the proposal to Reduce Restrictions on Undergraduate Non-degree Status.

Effective semester:
Fall 2007: the policy would take effect for incoming, readmitted, and continuing students.

Proposed amendment to the General Catalog policy statement (additions in bold
piinf):

Non-Degree Seeking Students

[Delete the first sentence, Through non-degree status, a student may enroll for a maximum
of six credits or two courses per semester.]

A student may enroll in University courses through undergraduate non-degree status.
A maximum of 15 credits completed as a non-degree seeking student may be used for
fulfilling undeigraduate degree requirements. Non-degree students, with the exception of
students enrolled in the Arizona Universities Network (AZUN), are not eligible for
federal financial aid. Non-degree students are not eligible for housing during Fall or Spring
semesters, but may apply for Summer housing. A student disqualified from the University
cannot attend as a non-degree student.

Justification:
s Admissions staff believe that the 6-unit (2-course) enrollment limit for non-degree

students has outlasted its original purpose. This enrollment limit was established in
1987 by UGC at the request of the Director of Admissions, for the purpose of
discouraging prospective students from enrolling in non-degree status who were
inadmissible by regular admission standards. While the 6-unit limit is stated on the
Admissions application form, the limit has not been enforced by that office, the
Registrar's Office, or the colleges for many years. [Note: UA Human Resources Policy
# 217.0 limits the number of courses taken by University employees, regardless of their
degree status.]

Admissions counselors encourage students, including those who apply for non-degree
status, to register for the number of units in keeping with their reason for selecting the
UA. For visiting students (e.g., those in foreign exchange and National Student
Exchange programs) who attend for 1-2 semesters, the 6-unit credit restriction is
irrelevant. Given the diversity of non-degree students, this enrollment limit should be



removed. The maximum number of units should be the same as that set by colleges for
degree-seeking students.

The other non-degree restrictions stated in the Catalog ARE upheld by the colleges,
Office of Financial Aid, and Residence Life. The policy that a maximum of 15 units
taken in non-degree status may apply toward a degree deters students from remaining
in non-degree status for more than one semester. That maximum is monitored on the
Student Academic Progress Report (SA PR) and enforced at the University level.

Approvals:
Undergraduate Council:
Graduate Council:
Administrative Review:
ICPC:

3/20/07
N/A
PMG: 4/9/07, AD: 4/9/07
4/11/07, 7-0-0 with two absent

Item 2
Approval of the proposal to Revise the Second Language Requirement for International
Students.

Effective semester:
Fall 2007: the policy would take effect for all international students.

Proposed amendment to the General Catalog, General Education Foundations -
Second Language Requirement: (additions in bold print)

U.S. students who are native speakers of a language other than English (e.g. Spanish,
American Sign Language, Navajo) may satisfy the requirement through a proficiency exam
administered by the appropriate department.

International students who are native speakers of languages other than English may fulfill
the second language requirement with the Test of English as a Foreign Language
(TOEFL), provided that it was an admissions requirement and their score was
satisfactory for admission to the University of Arizona. U.S. citizens and international
students from countries where English is the official language may not use the
TOEFL to satisfy the Second Language Requirement; those students must meet the
requirement through one of the options stated above.

Justification:
College advisors recommended to the University-wide General Education Committee
(UWGEC) that international students, regardless of their English proficiency, shoúld not be
required to take a UA department proficiency exam in their native language in order to
satisfy the General Education Second Language requirement. UWGEC proposed that (1)
the Second Language requirement be disconnected from the Freshman Composition
requirement, and (2) any international student who passes the Test of English as a Foreign
Language (TOEFL) as a UA admissions requirement be considered proficient in a second
language. UWGEC members believe that the TOEFL admissions requirement is a sufficient
indicator that the international student meets or surpasses the fourth-semester language
skill level required for any bachelor's degree. Those students should not have to take a UA
proficiency exam to satisfy the Second Language Requirement.
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Management of the Policy:
College advisors will check the student's country (or province or state) on the Admissions
site, http:I/admissions.arizona.edu/intluqa/Country Req.htm, to find out if the TOEFL were
required for admission. The following minimum TOEFL scores are currently required for
admission to the University: 500 (PBT), 173 (CBT) or 61 (IBT). [Note: Scores are subject
to change each year and differ depending on which version of the test is taken: paper-
based, computer-based, Internet-based.] Upon confirming the TOEFL score in Advisor Link,
the college advisor will waive the student's Second Language Requirement on the SAPR
and will add a memo, "TOEFL score satisfies Second Language requirement."

Approvals:
Undergraduate Council:
Graduate Council:
Administrative Review:
ICPC:

kpcJ2OO6-O7/,ny iLcn/FcoIty ILm .dor

3/20/07
N/A
PMG: 4/9/07, AD: 4/9/07
4/11/07, 7-0-0 with two absent
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA®
ACADEMIC PERSONNEL POLICY COMMITTEE

Faculty Center
1400 E. Mabel St. (PO Box 210473)

621-1342 (Fax: 621-8844)
facsen@u.arizona.edu

Academic Personnel Pol icy Committee
ANNUAL REPORT 2006-2007

Committee Members:
Lawrence M. Aleamoni, SERSP-Education, Chair
Laura Bender, Library
Sandra Cromwell, Nursing
Roger Dahlgran, Agriculture
Beth Mitchneck, SBS
Kelly G. Thomas, Music
James Ranger-Moore, Public Health
Danielle Salazar/Becca RodI, ASUA
Joseph Van Opdorp/Kathleen Corcoran, GPSC

In the Academic Year of 2006-07 the Senate Executive Committee asked the Academic
Personnel Policy Committee (APPC) to review: (a) Proposed Report on Promotion and
Tenure/Continuing Status Statistics, (b) Management of Personal Conflicts of Interest
Policy, (c) Proposed Faculty Retirement Advisory Committee for Human Resources, (d)
Faculty Titles for the Data Warehouse, (e) Salary Distribution Methodology from Human
Resources, (f) Interim Ineligibility for Rehire Policy, (g) Faculty Grievance Principle V in
Faculty Bylaws, (h) Review of No Rehire Policy, (i) Relating Annual Performance
Reviews to Progress Towards Tenure or Continuing Status for Tenure/Continuing
Eligible Faculty, (j) Policy for Consensual Relationships (formally known as Policy for
Management of Personal Conflicts of Interest), (k) Interim Policy on Criminal Offense
Convictions of Current Employees and Ineligibility for Rehire, (I) Request for Policy
Language to Clarify Sabbatical Leave Privilege, (m) HR Policy 405.0, Layoff/Reduction
in Force, (n) ABOR Annual Report on Faculty Tenure and Post-Tenure Review

Promotion and Tenure/Continuinq Status Statistics
This was discussed at our September 20, 2006 meeting and reviewed the sample
models provided by Anna Elias Cesnik, and additions suggested were to be presented
to the Faculty Senate. The Faculty Senate returned it to the Committee and we
reviewed it again at our October 11, 2006 meeting and finally at our November 8, 2006.
The data was then sent to the Faculty Senate for its December 4, 2006 meeting as an
information item.



Manaçiement of Personal Conflicts of Interest Policy
After considerable discussion at our September 20, meeting this policy was sent to the
Faculty Senate for approval. The Faculty Senate returned it again for another review.
Vice Chair Mitchell offered to work with the Office of the General Counsel for common
language that would be agreeable to the APPC and Faculty Senate.

Proposed Faculty Retirement Advisory Committee for Human Resources
The faculty member requesting this was asked again to draft a resolution and suggest
names of potential committee members. APPC is still awaiting his response.

Faculty Titles for the Data Warehouse
John Wilson met with the Committee on April 18, 2007 to discuss title definition. The
Committee will provide Chair Aleamoni with feedback to be forwarded to John Wilson.

Salary Distribution Methodology from Human Resources
This was reviewed at our April 18, 2007 meeting with the charge to provide feedback to
Chair Aleamohi on any changes.

Interim Ineligibility for Rehire Policy
This was reviewed at our September 20, 2006 meeting and suggestions were forwarded
to the Chair of the Faculty.

Faculty Grievance Principle V in Faculty Bylaws
This was discussed at our October 11, 2006 meeting with suggested modifications sent
to the Committee on UHAP Constitution and Bylaws Changes who then sent their
suggestions to the Office of the General Counsel.

Review of No Rehire Policy
Human Resources submitted a revised policy which was reviewed at our November 8,
2006 meeting. After considerable discussion the Committee unanimously accepted the
revised policy and sent it back to Human Resources.

Relating Annual Performance Reviews to Proqress Towards Tenure or Continuing
Status for Tenure/Continuing Eligible Faculty
Chair of the faculty Howell asked APPC to consider recommending a standard
procedure for meaningful annual reviews of 'at risk" (TE/CE) faculty that would fit
seamlessly with the three-year review for tenure. After considerable discussion at our
November 8, 2006 meeting, APPC Chair Aleamoni volunteered to draft a paper on the
Development of a Comprehensive Faculty Evaluation System that would address those
issues. The draft paper was extensively discussed at our December 6, 2006, January
24, 2007, February 21, 2007, March 21, 2007 and April 18, 2007 meetings. The final
draft was approved at the April 18, 2007 meeting to be sent to Chair of the Faculty
Howell.



Policy for Consensual Relationships (formally known as Polciy for Manaqement
of Personal Conflicts of Interest)
This was discussed extensively at our January 24, 2007 and April 18, 2007 meetings
with several suggestions made to Vice Chair Mitchell to discuss with the Office of the
General Counsel.

Interim Policy on Criminal Offense Convictions of Current Employees and
Ineliqibility for Rehire
This was discussed at our January 24, 2007 meeting with slight modifications
suggested. The Committee unanimously recommended that the revised policy be sent
back to Human Resources for implementation.

Request for Policy Lanquaqe to Clarify Sabbatical Leave Privileqe
Secretary of the Faculty Jenkins on behalf of the Senate Task Force on Sabbatical
Leaves asked APPC at their March 21, 2007 meeting to address six concerns and
issues that the Task Force uncovered in their deliberations. APPC accepted the charge
and will try to have clarifying language ready before the end of the semester.

HR Policy 405.0, Layoff/Reduction in Force
This was discussed extensively at our March 21, 2007 meeting with several wording
changes recommended. The Committee recommended sending a memorandum to
Human Resources with this feedback and asked them to seek legal advice about the
language.

ABOR Annual Report on Faculty Tenure and Post-Tenure Review
This was reviewed at our March 21, and April 18, 2007 meetings with recommendations
made that particular figures needed be disaggregated by institution and certain terms
defined. This feedback was then provided to Chair of the faculty Howell who would then
request action by Vice Provost Garcia.

Respectfully submitted on behalf of the Academic Personnel Policy Committee
Lawrence M. Aleamoni, Chair, April 26, 2007.

Appc/2OO6-O7/MnI Report APPC 06-07



THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA®
Faculty Center

1400 E. Mabel St. - PO Box 210473
621-1342 (Fax: 621-8844)

Instruction and Curriculum Policy Committee
2006-2007 Annual Report

Committee Members: Dalila Ayoun, (Replaced by Barbara Williams, first semester while on
leave), Lisa Lauxman, Homer Pettey, Chestalene Pintozzi, James Ranger-Moore, Danielle
Salazar (Undergraduate), J. Glenn Songer, Elaine Ulrich (Graduate), Kevin Vinson (Graduate
Council) and William Conway (Chair).

Programmatic and Policy Actions Approved or Considered by ICPC, 2006-2007

August 23, 2006
Approval of Change to University Disqualification Policy.

Approval of Post-Baccalaureate certificates in the College of Engineering: (1) Rock Mechanics,
(2) Mining Occupational Safety and Health, (3) Mining Production and Information Technology.

Chair Conway made as condition of his service as chair that Graduate Council have faculty
representation on ICPC like that of Undergraduate Council.

October 11, 2006
Approval of Post-Master's certificate program in Acute Care Nurse Practitioner from College of
Nursing.
Approval of Post-Baccalaureate certificates in

(1) Aquaculture from College of Agriculture and Life Sciences.
(2). College Science Teaching and Learning from the College of Science.
(3) Digital Information Management from the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences.

November 8, 2006
Approval of MEZCOPH Doctoral Programs: Ph.D. in Biostatistics, Dr. P.H.(Doctor of Public
Health).
Agreed to designate Certificates as post-Doctoral, post-Master's, or graduate. Also available
would be post-Pharm D., post-M.D., post D.V.S., and post J.D.

December 13, 2006
Approval of Holistic admission criteria for the College of Fine Arts BA programs.
Approval to rename the Mel and Enid Zuckerman Arizona College of Public Health
(MEZACOPH) to Mel and Enid Zuckerman College of Public Health (MIEZCOPH).
Approval of Graduate certificate in Reading Instruction for the College of Education.
Recommended to Graduate College that units seeking certificates be given a template of one or
more of the best graduate certificate proposal received as samples.



January 17, 2007
Approval of the proposal to amend the GRO policy to accommodate the new UA South prefixes.
Approval of Ph.D. in Women's Studies.
Approval of Professional Science Master's in Economic Geology from the College of Science.

February 14, 2007
Informed of: (1) New guiding principle on the application of graduate or undergraduate policies
to students. (2) Interdisciplinary Studies Program modification.
Approved graduate certificate in Water Policy for multiple colleges.

March 7, 2007
Discussed and supported the proposal from Vice Provost Mok of a process map for academic
programs and policies to follow. ICPC would be the first faculty group to consider an issue. It
would decide if the issue had merit, and whether to send it to Faculty Senäte or to Graduate
Council and/or Undergraduate Council.

April 11, 2007
Approval of MFA in Dance.
Approval of a name change for the Department of Media Arts to the School of Media Arts.
Approval of name change for Master of Education with a Major in Counseling and Guidance to
Master of Education with a Major in Counseling.
Approval of revisions to policy of restrictions on undergraduate non-degree status to remove the
6-unit enrollment limit for non-degree seeking students.
Approval of revisions to policy on second language requirement for international students who
are native speakers of languages other than English to allow a passing score on TOEFL to satisfy
General Education Second Language Requirement.

Pending Business
Approval of Catalog Expiration after eight years policy. Whether the management of the policy
is by the University or by the Deans has not been resolved
Denial of the proposed graduate incomplete policy. ICPC voted to support the current policy on
incompletes with a change in the current university "Report on Incomplete" form. Modification
is to add Department Head's or Director of Graduate Studies' signature. Graduate dean would
like Senate support to help with this cultural change for the faculty.

Submitted by J3'lliam E. Conway
April 19, 2007

Tcpc/2006-07/ ICPC Annual Report 2006-O7rev.doc
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THE UNWERSITY OF ARIZONA
Research Policy Committee

Faculty Center
1400 E. Mabel St. - PO Box 210473

621-1342 Fax: 621-8844
facsen(u . arizona. edu

ANNUAL REPORT 2006-07

Committee Members:

Michael Cusanovich, Biochemistry, Chair
Tommy Bruce, ASUA
Bons Glebov, GPSC
Stanley Pau, Optical Sciences
Charles R. Sterling, Veterinary Sciences
Paul St. John, Cell Biology and Anatomy
Cynthia Thomson, Nutritional Sciences

Policy and Procedures for Investiaations of Misconduct in Scholarly, Creative, and Research
Activities.

This policy underwent final revisions and was presented to the Faculty Senate on three occasions. It was
approved by the Senate on April 2, 2007.

Conflict of Interest Policy

The University Conflict of Interest Policy has been reviewed, appropriately revised, and is ready to go to
the Senate pending final wording on Domestic Partners from the University Attorneys.

Pending Actions. Guidelines for three separate policy issues affecting the conduct of research have been
addressed and appropriate language drafted. It is the Committee's intention to provide these to the Vice
President for Research by the end of the semester. These include:

Large Proposal Preparation Guidelines (>$15 million). This proposal describes guidelines for the
preparation and submission of large research proposals. The guidelines are designed to facilitate
preparation and optimize the process for the Investigators and the University.
Deadlines for Electronic Proposal submission and Indirect Cost Waiver requests. As a
consequence of the ongoing implementation of grants.gov, new and reasonable deadlines are
being proposed to ensure that grants are successfully submitted as required by the sponsors.
Similarly, to provide ample time and information for addressing requests for indirect cost waiver
requests, guidelines are being proposed.
In order to reduce confusion and conflict, a proposal has been developed to provide guidance to
Investigators for dealing with indirect cost and credit in multiple investigator proposals.

Respectfully submitted on behalf of the Research Policy Committee
Michael Cusanovich, Chair
April 16, 2007

RPC/2006-O7/Opinions-Reports-Polici&RPC Mnua Report



*John C. Ulreich, Chair
English (5/05-4/07)

Susan Knight
Journalism (8/04-4/07)

SERSP (5/04-4/07)

Ex-Officio:

(* indicates Faculty Senator)

THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
STUDENT AFFAIRS POLICY COMMITTEE

Faculty Center
1400 East Mabel Street - P0 Box 210473

621-1342 (Fax: 621-8844)
facs en@u. arizona. edu

DATE: April 16, 2007

TO: Faculty Senate Executive Committee

FROM: John C. Ulreich, Senator & Chair, SAPC

RE: Annual Report, 2006-07

Student Affairs Policy Committee Annual Report, 2006-07
Membership

Elliott C. Cheu *Erin Hertzog
Physics (9/06-4/07) ASUA (1/07-4/07)

*Cecile McKee *Jgflacjo San Martin
Linguistics (7/06/4/07) Architecture (5/04-4/07)

Leslie Sult Randi Tanglen
Libraiy UST (5/04-4/07) GPSC (7/06-4/07)

Jim Drnek (11/06-4/07) Lori Goldman (1 1/44/07)
Associate Dean of Students Enrollment Services

The Committee met four times during the Fall Semester and will meet once in the Spring.

The Committee devoted considerable time to promoting a resolution of the conflicts between ASUA
and GPSC. It heard and discussed reports from Randi Tanglen, the GPSC representative, and Andrew
Comrie, Dean of the Graduate College. The Chair of the Committee communicated with Saum Taylor
(before her retirement) and Dean of Students Melissa Vito. These issues were resolved to the
dissatisfaction of both parties.

The Committee devoted some time to a discussion of concerns about General Education Requirements
and about a perceived decline in student writing ability. Vice Provost Jerry Hogle explained the funding
of General Education Courses by the Provost's Office. Both of these concerns persist and may be
revisited next year, but since the Committee of Eleven is addressing these issues, it was decided not to
pursue these matters in SAPC at the present time.

The Committee reviewed and endorsed the College of Fine Arts Proposal to supplement University
Admissions Criteria by means of a portfolio requirement. This proposal was subsequently approved by
the Faculty Senate.

The Committee has begun to consider student concerns about problems with course availability.

Respectfully submitted,

John C. Ulreich, Chair



UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
Committee of Eleven

Faculty Center
1400E. Mabel St. PO Box 210473

621-1342 (Fax: 621-8844)

Annual Report 2006-07

As is its practice, the Committee of Eleven met with key individuals throughout the academic
year. These included:

Provost George Davis
VP Research Leslie Tolbert
Associate Deans - Gail Burd (Science), James Shockey (SB S) & Jeffrey Goldberg (Engineering)
President Robert Shelton
Regents Fred Bojee, Fred DuVal and Gary Stuart
President James Moore, UA Foundation and Staff

In addition, the Committee engaged in productive dialogues with Rick Kroc (Enrollment
Management) and a faculty group known as the Advocates. As a consequence of the foregoing
interactions, and considerable discussion within the Committee, with a range of students from
throughout the campus, and Departmental academic advisors, two substantive actions were
taken.

A resolution was forwarded to the Faculty Senate for consideration (March 2007) which
articulates the Committee of Eleven's concerns with the current state of the University's General
Education Curriculum. In addition, the resolution (attached) makes recommendations for action
by the Faculty Senate.

In collaboration with the Advocates, the Committee has endorsed (with one dissenting vote)
and forwarded to the Faculty Senate a white paper - "Reconfiguring Undergraduate Education at
the University of Arizona" (April 2007, attached) for consideration and possible action. This
white paper proposes a plan designed to optimize the undergraduate experience for all students
and to materially improve graduation rates.

The membership of the Committee of Eleven for 2006-07 is listed on the back side of this page.

CI I/2006.07/Opinions.Reports.PoliciesICI I Annual Report 2006-07



*Dr Michael A. Cusanovich (CHAIR)
ARU Biochemistry/BioPhysics (5/00-4/08)
BioSci West 430 PO Box 210088
621-7533 (621-9185) Fax: 621-6603
cusanoviu. arizona. edu

Dr. J. D. Garcia (VICE CHAIR)
Physics (5/01-4/08)
PAS 366 Po Box 210081
621-6808 (621-6820) Fax: 621-4721
jdgphysics. arizona. edu

Mr. Tommy Bruce (8/06-4/07)
ASUA
Student Union 325 W PO Box 210019
907-6311 Fax: 621-6147
tbruce©email. arizona. edu

Dr. Michael J. Drake (5/05-4/07)
Lunar and Planetary Lab
Space Sciences 323 PO Box 210092
621-6962 (621-6963) Fax: 621-4933
drake1pI. arizona. edu
noreen©ipL arizona. edu

*Dr. Raphael Gruener (5/00-4/07)
Office of Economic Development
UASTP 2360 PO Box 210458
626-9759 (621-4088) Fax: 621-9007
rgrueneru. arizona. edu

*Dr John Hildebrand (5/00-4/08)
Arizona Research Labs
Gould-Simpson 603 PO Box 210077
621-6626 (621-6628) Fax: 621-8282
jghneurobio. arizona. edu

*Dr Wanda Howell (5/05-4/07)
Nutritional Sciences
Shantz 326 PO Box 210038
621-1619 (621-3-9904) Fax: 621-9446
whhoweIIag. arizona. edu

University of Arizona
General Faculty Standing Committee

Faculty Center
1400 East Mabel

621-1342 (Fax: 621-8844)
facsen@u.arizona.edu

Committee of Eleven

Membership List, 2006-2007

listserv address:
cll@listserv.arizona.edu

Dr. Patricia Hoyer (5/05-4/07)
Physiology
AHSC 4122 PO Box 245051
626-6688 (626-7642) Fax: 626-2382
hoyer© u. arizona. edu

Dr. Kimberly Ogden (5/05-4/07)
Chemical and Environmental Engineering
Harshbarger 108C PO Box 210011
621-9484 (621-6044) Fax: 621-6048
ogden@email.arizona.edu

Mr. Josh Scott (7/06-4/07)
GPSC
Student Union 323 A8 PO Box 210066
626-7526 Fax: 621-7397
jjscott©u. arizona. edu

*Dr J. Glenn Songer (5/04-4/07)
Veterinary Science/Microbiology
Vet Sci/Microbiology 212 PO Box 210090
621-2962 (621-4466) Fax: 621-6366
gsonger©u. arizona. edu

*Dr Peter Strittmatter (5/02-4/08)
Astronomy
Steward Obs n205 Po Box 210065
621-6524 (621-2288) Fax: 621-1532
pstrittmatter©as. arizona. edu
sjones(as. arizona. edu

*Dr. Marlys Witte (5/06-4/08)
Surgery
AHSC 4406 PO Box 245200
626-6118 (626-4409) Fax: 626-9118
IymphemaiI. arizona. edu

*denotes Faculty Senator

msofficeIwnword/c-1 llrosterslrosü6-07 Bill 108 ipp



Lane A. Beck
Stephen Coons, Chair
Frederick P. Kiefer, Jr.
Barbara Mills
Edward Reid
S. Mae Smith

THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA®
Faculty Center

1400 E. Mabel St. - PO Box 210473
621-1342 (Fax: 621-8844)

Committee on Conciliation
Annual Report 2006-07

Committee Members Department College Term

Bioarchaeology/ASM
Pharm Practice and Science
English
Near Eastern Studies
Music Department
Special Education,
Rehabilitation and School Psychology

The Committee on Conciliation received four cases this year.

Vice Chair Victoria Mills and Member Edward Reid met with a complainant on August
16th regarding

access to a research site that been denied to him by his college administration. Subsequently, a series of
meetings were held between the panel and other relevant parties. This was a very complex case and one
other state agency was involved in attempting to achieve resolution. However, based on everything
considered, access to the site was not granted to the complainant and the complainant was informed that
the role of the CoC in the case had ended.

Chair Stephen Coons and Member Barbara Mills met with a complainant on October 6th regarding his
concerns that his department chair was denying him access to space and resources to complete his funded
research. This was an unusual case for the CoC since it involved a voluntary faculty member; the
complainant was not in a regular UA faculty line. Although the panel took several steps to help resolve
the conflict, the case ended when the department chair dismissed the complainant. Due to the nature of
the employment agreement in the department, the complainant had no legal standing to seek other means
of resolution within the University.

In a case brought to the CoC by the Provost's office, Chair Stephen Coons and Member Edward Reid
met with the complainant on December

14th A subsequent meeting with the respondent was held on
December 18th The case involved the dismissal of an academic professional (i.e., respondent) who had
experienced a major health event that rendered him unable to fulfill his job requirements. Based on
discussions with the parties and examination of relevant documentation, the panel concluded that no
reasonable accommodation for the respondent's disability was possible and that the dismissal was proper.
A report communicating that finding was submitted to Provost George Davis on December 19th.

Chair Stephen Coons and Barbara Mills met with a complainant on January
12th to discuss his concerns

regarding his professional relationship with the director of his school. The panel met with the school
director on January 24th The last action in this case was a request from the panel for the complainant to
create a list of action items to be presented to the school director. At this time, no from the complainant
has been received

Respectfully Submitted,

Stephen Joel Coons, Chair, Committee on Conciliation 2006-07

NON 5/05-4/07
PHARM 5/05-4/07
COH 5/05-4/07
SBS 5/06-4/08
COFA 5/06-4/08
COE 5/06-4/08



THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA®
Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure

Faculty Center
1400 E. Mabel St. - PO Box 210473

621-1342 Fax: 621-8844
facsen@u.arizona. edu

http://fp.arizona.edu/senate/caftcom.htm

Annual Report, 2006-2007
April 15, 2007

Owen Davis, Chair
Susan Wilson-Sanders, Vice Chair

CAFT Members:

Judith Brown, Plant Sciences (5/05-4/08)
Albrecht Classen, German Studies (5/05-4/08)
Owen K. Davis, Geosciences (5/04-4/07)
Antonio Estrada, Mexican American Studies (5/05-4/08)
'Caryl Flinn, Women's Studies (5/06-4/09)
Roberto Guzman, Chemical & Environmental Engineering (5/06-4/09)
Patricia B. Hoyer, Physiology (5/04-4/07)
Charles Hutchinson, Arid Lands Studies (5/06-4/09)
K. Tsianina Lomawaima, American Indian Studies (5/05-4/08)
Carrie J. Merkie, Nursing (5/04-4/07)
Shitala P. Mishra, Special Education, Rehabilitation and School Psychology (5/04-4/07)
Susan Wilson-Sanders, University Animal Care (5/06-4/09)

Mission Statement:

The Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure (CAFT) shall have jurisdiction to
make inquiry in two general areas: 1) matters involving contractual agreements between
members of the General Faculty and the University/Board of Regents; and 2) internal
matters relating to grievances against or by any member of the General, Faculty.
Protection of academic freedom and tenure is a principal obligation of CAFT. CAFT
shall review, investigate or hold hearings, as necessary.

Committee actions:

1. One case was heard by the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure (CAFT)
during the 2006-2007 academic year. This case involved alleged denial of academic
freedom. It was accepted after consideration by the Committee on Conciliation. The
CAFT hearing panel was chaired by Patricia Hoyer and included four additional CAFT
members plus one alternate who dropped out at the point of deliberations. Prior to the



hearing, the panel chair met individually with the complainant and respondent.
Documentation from both parties was assembled by Pam, Bridgmon, Faculty Center, and
distributed to the Panel, complainant and respondent. The Panel met on December 18 and
19, from 8:00 am to 5:00 pm, to receive testimony from the complainant, respondent and
witnesses, with all proceedings transcribed by a court reporter. After deliberation, the
Panel chair sent the Panel's findings and recommendations to President Shelton, who
approved the Panel's finding in favor of the respondent. President Shelton accepted four

of the Panel's additional recommendations, rejected one, modified one, and passed two to

the Dean of the College for consideration.

CAPT received one inquiry regarding termination of appointment by an appointed
professional, which was referred to the Committee on Conciliation.

CAPT received one inquiry regarding improper administrative procedures by a
University of Arizona administrator, which was also referred to Conciliation.

The work of the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure could not have been
completed without the cooperation and support of the personnel ofthe Faculty Center.
Their efforts are very much appreciated, particularly those of Pamela Bridgmon involving
the scheduling and services-procurement needed during CAPT hearings. She remains a
crucial resource for The University of Arizona faculty in general, and we of the
Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure thank her.

Respectfully submitted,

Owen K. Davis, 2006-07 Chair
Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure



THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA®
University Committee on Corporate Relations

Faculty Center
1400 E. Mabel St. - PO Box 210473

621-1342 Fax: 621-8844
facsen(u. arizona. edu

2006-2007 Annual Report

UCCR Members:
J.D. Garcia, Physics, Chair (2003-March 2007)/Doug Jones, Chair (March 2007- )
Jessica Anderson, ASUA
John Greivenkamp, Jr., Optical Sciences
Shaun Halbert, GPSC
Yan Han, University Library
Kate Jensen, External Affairs
Doug Jones, University Library
Amy Kimme-Hea, English
Stuart C. (Scott) MacKenzie, Athletics
Jack C. Mutchier, UA South - History
Richard Roberts, Budget Office
Andrew Silverman, Law, Vice Chair
Marshall Worden, Economic Development
Steven Adamczyk, University Attorney

Mission Statement:
The UCCR is charged with the responsibility of helping the University to ensure that the Policy
on Corporate Relations is reflected in the corporate agreements that the institution enters into.
This policy states, in part, that:

The primary purpose of a public university is the generation and
dissemination of knowledge. The University is the repository of
information and ideas, factual and esthetic, and provides an
atmosphere in which students and faculty can explore new ideas
and search for truth. To accomplish its mission as an objective
and impartial purveyor of truth and to be a place where students
can learn, mature and acquire thinking skills in an appropriate
atmosphere - an atmosphere that is really present and is
perceived to be present by the public - the University of Arizona
should conduct its business dealings so as to model behavior
which is undeniably above reproach.

Committee actions:
The UCCR met once to consider a concern brought to the UCCR regarding a possible trend to
put brand name products on campus to bring money to central administration.

The UCCR elected Doug Jones to be the Chair and Andy Silverman to be the Vice Chair for
2007-08 year.

i



In general, in the past, the Office of the President has been very good at seeing that UCCR
receives pending major corporate agreements or contracts. UCCR can then advise the President
where there is some potential for impacting the ability of the institution to carry out its mission.
It is important that the Office of the President continue this practice because UCCR has no
independent source of information concerning pending agreements.

Submitted by J.D. Garcia
April 11, 2007
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA®
UNIVERSITY COMMITTEE ON ETHICS AND COMMITMENT

Faculty Center
1400 East Mabel Street PO Box 210473

621-1342 (Fax: 621-8844)
facsen@u. arizona.edu

University Committee on Ethics and Commitment
2006-2007 Annual Report

Daniel Asia, Music (5/06-4/09)
Mary Bielski Berg, Pathology (5/05-4/08)
Todd D. Camenisch, Pharmacology and Toxicology (5/05-4/08)
Saumya K. Debray, Computer Science (5/06-4/09)
Esther Fuchs, Near Eastern Studies (5/06-4.09)
Stuart E. Marsh, Arid Lands Studies (5/05-4/08)
Deborah R. Mathieu, Political Science (5/03-4/09) (note: Dr. Mathieu will retire June 07)
David Ortiz, History (5/01-4/07)
Kelly S. Potter, Electrical and Computer Engineering (5/04-4/07)
Mark Riley, Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering (5/05-4/07)

Mission (from Faculty Constitution, Article V, Section 7)
The Committee on Ethics and Commitment shall receive reports from the Research Integrity
Officer and deal with questions of misconduct in research, scholarship, or creative endeavor;
conflict of commitment; and facilities misuse. In its deliberations it will use the current versions of
the University policies on research integrity, professional commitment and proper facilities use.

Actions
The University Committee on Ethics and Commitment has not received any cases since AY
2003-04. The Committee last met on November 4, 2005, and failed to achieve a quorum. The
Committee has not elected a Chair since 2004. Individual committee members handle occasional
informal inquiries.

This year, the Committee provided electronic feedback to the Research Policy Committee about
proposed revisions to TJHAP 2.13.09, the Policy and Procedures for Investigations of Misconduct
in Scholarly, Creative, and Research Activities at the University of Arizona.

Due to attrition of members retiring or leaving the University, Committee membership is down
from twelve to ten. The newly approved 2007 Faculty Bylaws Article V, Section 5, calls for the
Committee to return to its original membership of six members, elected for staggered, three year
terms.

Respectfully submitted
On behalf of the University Committee on Ethics and Commitment 2 006-07,

Todd D. Camenisch
Stuart E. Marsh
Kelly S. Potter
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA®
Faculty Center

1400 E. Mabel St. - PO Box 210473
621-1342 (Fax: 621-8844)

facsen@u . arizona. edu

SHARED GOVERNANCE REVIEW COMMITTEE

SGRC ANNUAL REPORT 2006-07

The membership of the Shared Governance Review Committee is on the reverse of this page.

Mission
The mission statement for the Shared Governance Review Committee (SGRC) states that it "will
provide a method of assessing progress on Shared Governance at all levels of the University.
Specifically, the SGRC will establish processes to (1) review compliance with the agreement, (2)
examine ways in which apparent breaches of the agreement can be addressed, and (3) consider
possible extensions of the agreement. It will therefore be the body to which members of the
University community can bring particular concerns, and it will also examine whether the
agreement has been violated or is in need of clarification or modification."

President Robert Shelton, Provost George Davis, Chair of the Faculty Wanda Howell and Vice
Chair Robert Mitchell signed the "Guidelines for Shared Governance" before the Faculty Senate
on October 2, 2006.

The Shared Governance Review Committee as a whole did not meet this
year, but a subset of the shared governance faculty members composed of John Schwarz,
Professor Emeritus; Lynn Nadel, SPBAC; Antonio Estrada, Chair, SPBAC; Robert Mitchell,
Presiding Officer of the Faculty Senate and Wanda Howell, Chair of the Faculty, has met with
UA President Shelton three times to discuss shared governance issues.

Respectfully submitted,

Robert P. Mitchell, Chair, Shared Governance Review Committee
April 20, 2007

shgov/2006-07/sgrc annual teporI 2006.07



Annual Report: Senate representative to the Intercollegiate Athletics
Corn m ittee

Sylvan B. Green, Faculty Senator

The membership of the Intercollegiate Athletics Committee (ICAC)
includes representatives from the General Faculty, Faculty Senate, Alumni
Association, and ASUA. The Director of Intercollegiate Athletics serves
ex-officio. I serve as the elected Faculty Senate Representative. Also on
the committee is Jory Hancock, the Faculty Athletic Representative. The
chair is John Taylor, Faculty in the College of Education.

The functions of the ICAC are to consult with and advise the Director of
Intercollegiate Athletics and the President regarding the intercollegiate
athletics program, and to ensure compliance with ABOR and NCAA
athletics policies. The ICAC serves as an advisory body on all significant
matters related to the intercollegiate athletic department. The
Committee meets monthly with key department personnel on matters
related to but not limited to rules compliance and program governance,
equity, student-athlete academic success, student-athlete wellness and
welfare, fiscal and budgetary matters related to the department's
program administration and management, policies and development and
donors issues.

A key issue this year has been the upcoming NCAA Peer Review and
Certification, which requires a Self-Study document. As part of my ICAC
role, I also serve on the NCAA Athletics Certification Self-Study Steering
Committee. Paul Portney, Dean of the Eller College of Management,
serves as the Steering Committee Chair. There are three subcommittees:

Paul Capp - Governance & Rules Compliance Subcommittee
Saunie Taylor - Equity & Student-Athlete Well-Being Subcommittee
Doug Woodard - Academic Integrity Subcommittee.

During the past academic year, these subcommittees produced reports
responding to specific NCAA requests for information. The draft
subcommittee reports were discussed at a Public Forum on March 6, plus
the draft reports have been posted on the web
(www.arizonaathletics.com/ncaa-self-study). The finalized report was
required to be submitted to the NCAA by May 1. The NCAA Peer Review
team will visit our campus November 6-8, 2007.



THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
Faculty Senate Task Force for Monitoring Labor and Human Rights Issues

Faculty Center
1400 E. Mabel St. - PO Box 210473

621-1342 Fax: 621-8844
facsen@u. arizona. edu

ANNUAL REPORT FOR 2006-07
MAY 2007

CHARGE
The Faculty Senate Task Force for Monitoring Labor and Human Rights Issues was created by
the April 30, 1999 agreement between Student Against Sweatshops (SAS) and President Likins
entitled "Commitments Relating to Sweatshops" that ended a ten-day, anti-sweatshop sit-in in
the Office of the President. The Task Force consists of members appointed by the Faculty Senate
Executive Committee. The initial charge of the Task Force was to report on progress toward
implementation of the "Commitments" and to advise the President on relevant matters such as
factory monitoring and apparel companies. After the final implementation deadline specified in
the "Commitments" in 2001 passed, the Task Force has responded to licensing contract
violations on an as-needed basis and has engaged in public education on issues pertinent to its
mission.

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES, 2006-07
The Senate Task Force met in September and November 2006, and February, April and May
2007.

Vision for the Task Force
The Task Force continued discussions about its mission and advocating to become a Standing
Committee in order to ensure its continued presence on campus. This status change would
establish University commitment and continuity for the mission and membership of the Task
Force. The Task Force should be proactive in addressing questions surrounding labor and human
rights issues affecting the campus.

University participation in Fair Labor Association (FLA), the Worker Rights Consortium
ÇWRC), and the Designated Suppliers Program (DSP)
The Task Force remains convinced that active membership in the FLA and WRC is critical for a
university that seeks to be a responsible member in the global economy. University membership
in both the WRC and the FLA is important as each organization approaches human rights and
labor issues differently. It is important that the UA continue constructive engagement with both
of these organizations. This was exemplified by the differing approaches the WRC and FLA took
in response to a severance dispute after BJ&B, a factory in the Dominican Republic that makes
Nike logo caps for the UA and other universities, announced its closure. The Task Force sent a
letter to President Shelton apprising him of the factory closure and recommending a course of
action he should take. We have been in communication with the President concerning this
matter, which is still on-going.

Concerning the Designated Suppliers Program (DSP), the WRC is leading an effort to implement
the program which would facilitate the enforcement of labor standards in accordance with codes



of conduct adopted by member universities. The Task Force also has been in communication
with President Shelton on this issue and will be recommending that the University participate in
the DSP. The Task Force met with Paul Clark, Department Head of Labor Studies and
Employment Relations and long-time faculty senator at Penn State, who updated members on
recent developments surrounding DSP. During his stay at the University, Clark also gave a
presentation to students on "Globalization, Sweatshops, and the Student Campaign for Labor
Rights."

Growing the UA as a Leader in Responsible Purchasing
The Senate Task Force for Monitoring Labor and Human Rights Issues believes the University
of Arizona can be a leader within university and college communities in modeling possibilities
for leveraging purchasing power responsibly. The Task Force recognizes the University is faced
with choices when purchasing t-shirts and other products. While the University can opt to
purchase products "cheaply," it must acknowledge the ultimate cost is paid in human dignity and
wages by children, women and men all over the world. Does the University, as an educational
beacon, want to participate in and benefit from injustice, or does it want to work to be a more
responsible participant in the world community? The Task Force is committed to forging
partnerships between the UA and sweat-free vendors to bring more fair-trade and sweat-free
products to campus.

2007-07 Membership
Dr. Dereka Rushbrook, CHAIR, 2006-07

Adjunct Lecturer, Geography

Dr. Elizabeth Oglesby Dr. Wendy Theodore
Latin American Studies/Geography Africana Studies

Dr. Susan Shaw Ms. Carolyn Trowbridge
Anthropology Community member

Pr. Andrew Silverman Dr. Lane Van Ham
College of Law UA Alumnus

Dr. Laura Tabili Dr. Marvin Waterstone
History Geography and Regional Dey
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UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
FY08 PERMANENT REDUCTIONS

(Eligible Base Date: 1/11/07)

REDUCTION %

MAIN CAMPUS
PRESIDENT

Presidents Units
VP External Relations
VP Enrollment Management
VP Enrollment Mgmt - University School

PRESIDENT SUBTOTAL

EXECUTIVE VP ACADEMIC AFFAIRS & PROVOST
Optical Sciences
The Honors College

Architecture & Landscape Architecture
EHer College of Management

Education
Law

Engineering & Mines
Fine Arts
Humanities
Science

Social & Behavioral Sciences
Library

UA South

Agriculture & Life Sciences
Ag-Extension

Subtotal

Academic Affairs & Provost
VP Research
VP Outreach
UA Presents

Human Resources
VP University Information Technology, ClO
Vice Provost for Academic Affairs
VP Student Affairs & Dean of Students
Vice Provost for Instruction

Subtotal

194,839 3.00%
76,562 3.00%

212,915 2.60%
32,079 2.60%

516,395 2.80%

121,300 3.00%
10,500 1.50%
79,400 2.50%

522,600 2.50%
157,700 2.00%
192,300 2.30%
389,000 2.00%
210,800 1.75%
354,000 2.00%
861,000 2.00%
565,900 2.00%
230,867 2.30%

95,300 2.75%
834,000 2.75%
261,000 2.75%

4,885,667 2.24%

53,100 3.00%
407,411 2.01%

23,675 3.00%
12,450 2.00%
64,500 2.50%

377,000 2.50%
49,050 3.00%

265,800 2.75%
33,700 3.00%

1,286,686 2.41%

6,172,353 2.27%

1,088,892 3.00%

180,000 na

7,957,640 2.43%

PROVOST

1,142,100 3.00%
144,500 3.00%
140,900 2.50%
153,800 2.50%
108,300 2.50%
31,500 3.00%

8,220 3.00%
3,240 3.00%
1,750 3.00%

295,100 3.00%
12,950 3.00%

2,042,360 2.89%

10,000,000 2.51%I

EXECUTIVE VP ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
& PROVOST SUBTOTAL

SENIOR VP BUSINESS AFFAIRS

FINANCIAL AID

MAIN CAMPUS TOTAL

AHS
EXECUTIVE VP ACADEMIC AFFAIRS &

Health Sciences Institutional & Unassigned
Medicine

College of Medicine - Phoenix Campus
Nursing

Pharmacy
Public Health
Telemedicine
Rural Rotations--College of Medicine
Rural Rotations--College of Nursing
Rural Rotations--College of Pharmacy
Clinical Teaching
Liver Research Inst.

AHS TOTAL

IUNIVERSITYTOTAL
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA®
COMMITTEE OF ELEVEN

Faculty Center
1400 E. Mabel St. - PO Box 210473

621-1342 (Fax: 621-8844)

RESOLUTION ON THE UA GENERAL EDUCATION CURRICULUM
MARCH 2007

Considering that:
It is the belief of the Committee of Eleven that a high quality, challenging
General Education experience is central to the education of our students.
We have learned from faculty, students, staff, and administrators, as well as from
personal experience that there appear to be serious concerns about the overall quality of
the General Education curriculum experience at the UA.
We believe that the many highly specialized, low enrollment courses have been
established contrary to the spirit of the General Education curriculum as originally
designed.
Many of the courses implemented when the General Education program was initiated are
no longer taught by the proposing faculties and/or have altered content and instructional
elements in a manner not consistent with the original intent.
No study of the quality of individual courses, nor metrics of effectiveness, have been
made available to the faculty.
The constraints of the General Education curriculum on substitution of higher level
courses within major areas limits the access of students to more advanced material.
The cost of providing the General Education curriculum is high and continuing to
increase.

Therefore: The Committee of Eleven recommends that an appropriate task force be constituted
by the Faculty Senate to:

Review and recommend revisions, where appropriate, to the basic philosophy and
policies underlying the General Education program at the UA.
Obtain and circulate any existing reports on the General Education program or any
evaluations of the quality and effectiveness of the existing General Education course
offerings.
Recommend changes to the current course offerings and procedures that are consistent
with the overall framework of the General Education program.
Design appropriate mechanisms to measure and ensure quality and cost effectiveness.
Develop a mechanism to assure students have choice of courses within a track,
particularly entering freshmen.
Review current rules and procedures on the substitution of General Education courses,
and make recommendations to optimize student learning opportunities.

We expect that this task force will consult with the University-wide General Education
Committee on these matters.



'The present White Paper is an updated version of a proposal originally made by a faculty group in 1995. The authors
of that version are listed in Appendix E.
2 this would correspond approximately to the current graduation requirement.

This barely fits into the current upper limit for tuition relief but seems well worthwhile for those who meet the
requirements for proceeding to the advanced level.
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RECONFIGURING UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION

AT

THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA

A White Paper1

Summary

This white paper presents a proposal for reconfiguring the undergraduate program at the
University of Arizona(UA) in order to enhance our ability to meet the diverse needs of UA
students, to increase the throughput of qualified graduates and to provide the state with graduates
that will best serve its needs. The goal can be achieved only if the program recognizes and
accommodates the range of incoming student preparation, enabling students to proceed at a rate
determined by their level of accomplishment to an appropriate career. The program must also
recognize and meet the manifold needs of the state and especially its employers.

To achieve these goals we propose an undergraduate program structure with four levels of
accomplishment namely Foundation (Level I), Matriculation (Level II), Upper Division2 (Level
III) and Advanced (Level IV). Entry points for high school graduates would normally be at the
Foundation or Matriculation Levels depending on the student's level of academic preparation. We
also propose two degree exit points, following completion of the Upper Division or the Advanced
Level, arranged to articulate better with the different career paths of UA graduates. General
Education requirements, based on a core curriculum, would be met at the Foundation and
Matriculation Levels. In addition to the current majors programs, we also propose to expand the
number of programs leading to multi-disciplinary degrees - that is in combinations of subjects that
reflect the increasing breadth of education required by modem society.

Incoming students with superior preparation would enter at the Matriculation Level and could
graduate from Upper Division after three study years (90 units) or from the Advanced Level after
four study years (120 units). Adequately prepared students entering at the Foundation Level could
expect to graduate from the Upper Division after four study years (120) units and from the
Advanced Level after five study years (150 units)3. Progress would depend on accomplishment
and students would proceed at a pace and to a level determined by their own desires and
accomplishments.

We believe the proposed system would provide a better undergraduate experience for the vast

1



majority of students because it more readily accommodates the widely differing goals and needs of
UA students. It leaves all career paths open to students meeting Regents' entrance qualifications
and provides achievement incentives to students and high schools. The reconfiguration can be
accomplished through steady evolution from the current program.

We request that readers view this White Paper as an attempt to suggest a general approach to
improving the undergraduate experience at the UA. The two underlying principles are (1) a
combination of flexibility in accommodating different student needs; and (2) rigor in maintaining
standards. The goal is to have students advance through the system as they master previous work
so that the value of their degree is maintained. We recognize that the details of the structure
outlined in this White Paper cannot be applied directly to all areas of study at the UA; we do,
however, believe that the underlying principles can and should be so applied.

Acknowledgements

The following individuals contributed significantly to writing and/or critiquing the present
version of this document:

Diana Archangeli*
John Bieging
Gail Burd
Vicki Chandler*
Michael Cusanovich*
Mike Drake*
Paula Fan*
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Merrill Garrett*
John Hildebrand*
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Richard Kroc
Pierre Meystre*
Jay Nunamaker*
David Soren*
Peter Strittmatter*
Steve Wright*
Nick Woolf
Andrea Yool*

* Member of the Advocates faculty group.
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Undergraduate Program Reconfiguration

Goal. The interests of the State of Arizona are best served by a well educated work force at
all levels of endeavor. This is especially true for individuals at the higher level of intellectual
capability since they will in general provide leadership in enhancing the overall technical,
economic and cultural activity within the state. Education of these individuals is the function of
the universities and enhancing their quality is therefore a key to the state's future. For this reason,
President Robert Shelton has stated a goal for the University of Arizona (UA) of achieving a
ranking among the top ten public research universities. Reaching that goal requires simultaneous
achievement of excellence in the areas of teaching, research and service to the community. A key
element in this endeavor is the creation of an outstanding undergraduate program. This must be
accomplished while at least maintaining the high standards already established in other areas of
the University's mission.

The purpose of this White Paper is to suggest some ways in which improvements to the
undergraduate program might be accomplished. It builds upon an earlier White Paper published in
1995. Some of the recommendations of that earlier document have been implemented, albeit
haltingly. Nonetheless much remains to be done if the UA is to develop an undergraduate program
worthy of its "top ten" aspirations. Indeed the basic problems have changed only slightly in the
interim and are listed below.

Problems with the UA Undergraduate Program. The problems include:

Failure of roughly 40 percent of the incoming freshman class to graduate in six years;

Lack of an effective way to handle the wide range of college preparedness of the freshman
class, with many students lacking even basic skills and incoming SAT scores ranging from
below 750 to above 1500g;

Failure of 30-40% of the entering freshman in the lower range of SAT or similar scores to
return for a second year (see Appendix A);

Difficulty on the part of many students in selecting appropriate courses from the huge
"smorgasbord" of offerings and requirements; this is especially true for the less well prepared
students andlor those with no clear concepts of career goals;

Weak connection, for many students, between enrollment in majors and the skills (even
broadly defined) needed in their subsequent careers;

f A perception of the university as a large, amorphous and uncaring entity that does not deal

Some students, high schools and colleges maybe moving away from SAT scores even though (or perhaps because) the
SAT score is such an accurate predictor of academic success.

Version March 19", 2007
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with the needs of distinct groups of students;

g. Failure to provide adequately for superior students resulting in their departure from the UA
before graduating (see discussion below).

We believe the UA undergraduate program faces a special problem compared to its Association of
American Universities (AAU) peers because of the exceptionally wide range of entering student
preparedness5. As shown in Figure 1 and in Appendix A, this range and distribution essentially
guarantees a low graduating percentage - independent of any other variable. We estimate (see
Appendix A) that, among students admitted, approximately 75 percent have no more than
"Adequate Preparation" and require further basic general education in order to proceed with a
meaningful college education.6 The remaining 25 percent may be described as having
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Figure]. Graduation rates for the UA ]992-2002Jìrst time/full-time freshman are shown as a
function of intake SA T score for both resident and non-resident students (see Appendix A). Also
shown is the relationship between average graduation rate and average incoming SAT score for a
sample ofAA U public universities (see Appendix A, Table A]). The position of the UA in this plot
is noteworthy.

5li should be noted that Arizona current/v has the second fastest growth, nationwide, in high school graduates; 90
percent of this growth is among Hispanic students a circumstance which UA must also recognize in its planning.
61n fact - 28% offreshman require remedial work of some kind in Math; the corresponding numbers in English
composition are similar. This situation appears to have improved somewhat over the last decade as a result of
both increased high school requirements and re-calibration of criteria.
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"Superior Preparation" which should allow them to proceed directly to more advanced studies.
Providing appropriate paths for the better prepared students should make the UA program more
attractive to them and hence lead to an increase in their number - thereby benefiting all involved.

The most important step toward improving the graduation rate - and hence public perception of the
undergraduate program - would be to increase the average level of preparedness of incoming
students. The data of Figure 1 suggest that, while the UA is graduating a comparable percentage of
students with lower SAT scores as are its peers, it is doing worse than its peers in graduating
students with the highest SAT scores. This in turn suggests that these better prepared students are
leaving the UA before they graduate perhaps to attend other schools with a more challenging
program. Our goal is, of course to increase the output of well qualified graduates from the UA, i.e.
to increase the graduation rate while maintaining the standards associated with a UA degree.

3. Conditions Associated with Change. The changes in the undergraduate program should,
if; possible, meet the following criteria. They should:

Be consistent with the needs and resources of the students, the state and its employers;

Exert positive performance pressure on the high schools arid their students;

Encourage good tudents to enter and stay at the UA;

Enhance the critical thinking skills and problem solving abilities of all students;

Be flexible enough to meet the needs both of those requiring specialized training and those
desiring a more general education;

f Let students proceed at a pace that suits their abilities, motivation and financial
circumstances;

g. Recognize that most of the students will not proceed to academic careers and that many have
no need of a "specialist" education.

Given the rapidly growing demands for higher education in Arizona (both from students and
employers) expand the rate of production of suitably qualified graduates.

i. From normal considerations of cost-effectiveness, ensure that the total UA student population
does not decline significantly and perhaps grows.

A core general education curriculum is needed to guarantee that incoming students develop the
necessary basic skills and fundamental knowledge both to proceed to more advanced education
and to be well prepared for life in the 21st century. This involves skills in conirnunicating and

Ve rsion March 191h 2007
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reasoning and an appreciation of the cultural, social and scientific framework within which the
student will live. This core provides the foundation upon which further studies can be undertaken
successfully.

In implementing the core cumculum, we need to take care of students at all levels of preparedness.
We should avoid having students repeat subject matter which they already understand (there is
nothing worse for student morale than to mark time). Care should also be taken to ensure that
students with inadequate preparation do not proceed to levels where failure is inevitable. Both of
these conditions imply a need for performance-based rather than time-based progress evaluations.
It is critical that such a system be implemented and operated effectively.

At more advanced levels, there is a continuing need for "specialist" or "professional" training for
both undergraduate and graduate students. This has been the traditional product of universities like
the UA and the quality of this part of the program must be maintained or improved7.

However, there is apparently also an increasing demand for a more broadly based educational
program that produces graduates capable of meeting the rapidly changing requirements of modem
society. This type of undergraduate program, which is in many ways more challenging than
specialist training for both students and faculty, is also increasingly perceived as a good basis for
some professions (e.g. law, public service8 etc.). This component of the UA program should be
strengthened, while preserving or enhancing the quality of the "specialist" programs. Both are
required to meet the future needs of the state.

We are now at a watershed. If we ensure that students are better prepared at each stage and permit
students to progress at their own individual optimum rate, the program will improve both in
perception and in reality. If we slow down the better students, they will go elsewhere; if we
overwhelm the less prepared students they will fail. In either case the problems of the
undergraduate program will be perceived to worsen.

4. Proposed Restructuring. In order to address the above problems and achieve the stated
goals, we propose to restructure the UA undergraduate program to reflect four levels of
accomplishment through which a student may progress at a rate and to a level determined by
his/her own needs and efforts.

There would be two levels at which freshmen may enter, depending on their level of preparedness.
There would also be two degree levels ("standard" and "APS or Advanced!

7lndeed, very well prepared entering students, who already hove clear career plans, should have the opportunity to
begin work immediately on their area of specialization.

An out.standing and long established example is provided by the Politics, Philosophy and Economics (PPE)
sequence at Oxford University. It is also passi ble to conceive of interdisciplinary sequences designedfor pre-Law.
pre-Med, pre-Ed students.
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Professional/Specialist" seé discussion below and Appendix D), corresponding to different
levels of academic accomplishment and oriented toward different career goals. In considering the
proposed structure, it is essential to recognize that the levels denote accomplishment or
performance, not length of time. Well defined measures of achievement at each level are,
therefore, essential. The proposed structure is illustrated schematically in Figure 2, in which a
"study year" refers to the annual load carried by a full time student (or roughly 30 units).

4
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Figure 2. Schematic illustrating the dfferent student paths depending on preparedness, career
goals, university accomplishment etc. There are at least two entry points (corresponding to the
Foundation and Matri culation levels of accomplishment) and Iwo exit points (corresponding to the
completion of Upper Division or Advanced level work).

The purpose of each level would be as follows:

Level I - Foundation Level. This level would be the normal entry point for most students (roughly
75 percent) who are admitted to the University. Its purpose would be to provide students with the
basic general education and skills required to proceed with a university education. A full time
student would normally spend one year completing Foundation Level requirements.

The following subjects might be included at the Foundation Level: basic mathematics, English

These designations are arbitrary and temporary and are used here only asplaceholders .One might consider
General "for Standard and "With Honors in (specialization) "for APS. Final designations remain to be chosen

and must ultimately be approved by the faculty and the Board ofRegent.s.



composition, a foreign language, basic science, social studies and humanities. Much of this
material is already part of the curriculum offered at the UA. Foundation Level courses might be
offered (optional) on a Pass/Fail basis; performance in them would provide the cnteria for
advancement to Level II. Students that cannot meet these criteria should be counseled to pursue
other careers.

Students could test out of Level I either by performing sufficiently well in placement exams set by
the University or by presenting Achievement Test or Advanced Placement results or simply on the
basis of UA Academic Index (see Appendix B). Students who can satisfy the Foundation Level
requirements upon entry should proceed directly to Level II (or higher). (Any of these criteria
would encourage greater levels of effort in the high schools, especially in the senior year).

Students well prepared in some areas but not in others might be permitted to proceed to some of
the Level II courses in areas of demonstrated competence while completing Level I requirements
in the others. It would also be possible to admit to Level I a limited number of students who would
otherwise be in their senior year at high school. Admission would be on a competitive basis with
some preference given to those whose high schools cannot provide the necessary level of course
work. (Such programs are reported to be working well at some other state universities).

Level II - Matriculation Level. Level II would contain the more advanced components of the
general education core curriculum. These would be developed by the individual Faculties
(Humanities, Science, Social and Behavioral Sciences, etc.) and would normally be taken by all
Matriculation Level students. Broad "integrating" courses (two semester six unit sequences in
each Faculty) would provide the student with an overview of the study area in question. (The
nature of integrating courses in the general area that includes that of specialization requires further
discussion)

Matriculation Level students would be expected to select and to begin taking courses in pursuit of
a chosen major or leading to a "Multidisciplinary Studies (MDS)" degree. For some students,
these might be viewed as "pre-major" programs and would give students and faculty an
opportunity to decide whether or not the program choice was appropriate for the individual
involved. Career counseling services should be provided to guide students at this stage. A full time
student would normally expect to complete the Matriculation Level in one year. A Certificate of
Matriculation might be provided for those who complete Level II requirements so that even those
that leave at this stage would have some recognition of their accomplishment. Matriculation Level
might have an honors program similar to that currently offered by UA.

In addition to the "integrating" general education courses, a reduced suite of courses for non-major
general studies would also be offered at the Matriculation Level, along with courses in the
student's major field. The number of such additional courses required would be left to the faculty
in individual majors programs (specialist or multi-disciplinary) and would in part be determined
by the other requirements of the major concerned. The individual faculties may alsO set
Matriculation Level accomplishment criteria for admission to their programs leading to Level IV
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studies, when these are required. University wide criteria would apply for programs leading to
Level III.

Students who arrive at the University with truly exceptional capabilities or accomplishments may
be permitted to skip all or part of the Matriculation Leve! and proceed directly to Level III in their
area of specialization. The decision on individuai cases would be made by the faculty concerned.
Such students would normally undertake a Level IV program of study and could, in any case, not
graduate with less than 90 credit units (three study years).

According to current ABOR policies, graduates of two-year colleges and appropriately qualified
transfer students from other universities would also be eligible to proceed directly to level III,
upon approval of the faculty concerned.

Levels III - Upper Division (2 years). Upon satisfactoiy completion of Level II, students would
proceed to the major and faculty of their choice (either specialist or multidisciplinary). Upper
Division curricula would contain much the same course structure as is currently in place and ful!
time students should expect to spend two years in completing this part of the program. Upon
completion of Upper Division studies, the student would be eligible to receive a Standard9
baccalaureate degree that would represent a level of accomplishment similar to the current average
degree award at the UA. A student could also elect to continue studies at Level IV, leading to an
Advanced/Professional/Specialist9 CAPS") baccalaureate degree or to an "accelerated Master's"
degree (see below).

For students not wishing to pursue one of the "specialist" majors as currently defined in existing
colleges, we propose to expand the multi-disciplinary programs leading to an MDS degree granted
under the auspices of University College. The purpose is to provide options for students who
desire a broader education that is well suited to the general employment opportunities within the
state - and the needs of many employers in both the public and private sectors. The existence of
such a program will also help solve the current problem of students in search of any major that
will accept them; it will also allow the specialist programs to elevate their standards and so
encourage superior students to stay in Arizona.

We envisage the MDS program to involve a limited number of subject combinations with courses
selected largely from those already offered by the various departments and colleges. Thus an
Arizona PPE degree might involve courses selected from! taught by the Political Science,
Philosophy and Economics Departments. Another possibility might be a general science degree
with courses drawn from both the physical and life sciences and perhaps statistics and oriented to
potential science teachers, science writers, patent attorneys, technical managers to cite a few
examples. A combination of psychology, a foreign language and marketing might also appeal to
students entertaining a career in international sales.1° Some programs of this kind are already

O We understand that an MDS program in the three areas of Commerce, Political Science, and Spanish is under
consideration for those students that will not proceed to advanced standing in the Eher College ofBusiness and
Public Administration.
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underway but are not as well established and/or recognized as we believe desirable. We suggest
that some well defined groupings be added in consultation with employer organizations within the
state. These offerings can then be adapted and expanded in the light of experience - especially
with employment prospects. Since graduation standards must be maintained, this program would
probably only have a second-order effect on the graduation rate. It would, however, provide an
alternative path for students whose options are currently disjoint from their career goals.

For most students, whether in traditional or multi-disciplinaiy majors, the normai undergraduate
course of study would end with the completion of Upper Division and the award of a standard
degree. Those in traditional majors that wish to proceed to Graduate or Professional School would
normally continue to Level IV - or proceed directly to an "Accelerated Masters" where such a
program is available and appropriate (see discussion below). In some subjects, this may require
some adjustment in Upper Division curricula (e.g. special courses) for the students involved. In
others, good performance in Upper Division may be sufficient to permit students to begin work
early on the Level IV degree requirements.

Level IV - Advanced Level. After satisfactoiy completion of Upper Division studies (and, in
certain subjects, a special course of study during that time) a student could elect to proceed to
Level IV, the most advanced undergraduate level. The student could expect to complete the
Advanced Level in one year and would then receive an APS Degree9. The expected level of
performance for an APS Degree would be set so that those students who receive such a degree
have a high probability of being admitted to a recognized graduate or professional school in their
field of study if they so desire. Quality will be calibrated in most fields through the GRE or similar
exams. Specifically, students with a high GPA at the Advanced Level should do correspondingly
well on the GRE and similar exams; the internal grade scale would be adjusted to meet this
requirement. (cf Appendix D for details of the advanced program at the ANU).

An alternative path would lead the student directly to an "Accelerated Masters" degree, a concept
now being implemented in a number of degree programs. Depending on the field of study this
might involve one or two additional years of study but might be especially attractive in certain
fields such as Engineering (see Appendix D for details of the Biochemistry Master's program).

The proposed Level structure is further illustrated in Figure 3 which also shows articulation to
high schools, community colleges, graduate and/or professional school and to the work force.

Time to Graduate. For a full time student, who entered the University with adequate preparation,
the expected time to graduate with a Standard Degree would be four years (120 units), while an
APS Degree would take five (150 units). A full time student with superior preparation could
graduate with a standard Degree after three years (90 units) and with an APS Degree after four
(120 units). Only a student with adequate preparation seeking an APS Degree would obviously
require more than 120 units of credit to graduate. (Appendix C contains a discussion of the work
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Figure 3. The proposedLevel structure is illustrated showing the two normal entry points for high
school students at the Foundation (I) and Matriculation (II) Levels - as well as the option for truly
exceptional students to proceed directly to Upper Division (III). Students may conclude their
studies with the award of either a Standard or an APS baccalaureate degree following satisfactory
completion of studi es in Upper Division (III) and Advanced Level (IV) respectively. They would
then join the work force or, alternatively, proceed to graduate or professional school. The role of
University College in monitoring the General Education and Multi-disciplinary Studies programs
is also shown. [Note Level III consists of two study years; all other levels are one study year.]
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load required of a full time student and the impact of student employment on time-to-grâduate.)

Degrees. While not essential, we nonetheless suggest that some distinction be made between
degrees at the Standard and APS levels. The issue is discussed in Appendix D. One possibility is
to reserve the designation BA for a Standard degree and to use existing (or in some cases new)
specialist designations for APS degrees (e.g., BS, BFA, BLit. etc). Another involves using the
qualifier "Honors" for the advance degree. Many other designations are possible - and there is
some advantage to sticking as closely as possible to existing names for familiar concepts.
(Appendix D also contains further information on an Accelerated Master's Program in
Biochemistry at UA and an Advance Bachelors' Degree program at the Australian National
University.)

Cost Concerns. While it is true that the proposed reconfiguration involves some additional effort,
it is not clear that the overall expense would rise dramatically. The reason for this is that the re-
structuring would involve two course ladders that are already in existence, namely the standard
courses leading, after completion of Level III, to a Standard degree and the honors sequence,
which could be modified to take care of those electing to proceed to Level IV and an APS degree.
This would involve some changes to the current honors program in that the class size might well
expand as the fraction of students taking the APS sequence grows - one goal of the
reconfiguration. The question of cost does, however, require more careful analysis before
embarking on major change.

5. Additional Considerations. While section 4 contains the principal elements of our
restructuring proposal, a number of additional options have been discussed and these are described
in further detail below.

University College. In the current proposal, the purpose of University College is two-fold, namely
to:

provide a "home" for up to two years of general education for entering students, until they
identify their major department or course of subsequent study; and
serve as an Upper Division coordinating vehicle for those seeking an MDS (non-specialist)
degree.

University College would thus serve the student who either seeks a general education as an
outcome or has not yet achieved the level of general preparedness required to commence more
advanced or specialized work.

University College courses would normally be taught by faculty in the existing colleges, which
would also provide faculty mentors or advisors. Essentially all teaching faculty in the Humanities,
Science and Social Studies would, therefore, have an appointment and responsibilities in
University College in addition to their college specific duties. A Dean and some staff would be
required to administer the program and to coordinate with the specialist colleges. They might be
appointed from the specialist faculties on a rotating basis, thereby ensuring close coordination of
academic programs and standards.
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Accomplishment Levels. As noted above, Levels I-IV represent levels of accomplishment. The
plan requires that a student demonstrate performance at a lower level before proceeding to a
higher one. It is, therefore, necessary to establish a well-understood means of defining these levels.
Some definition is provided by entities external to the university, such as SAT, ACT, AP at the
entry level and by GRE, LSAT, MSAT and similar scores for graduates. The other
accomplishment levels will have to be set internally but in careful registration with the external
measures at initiation and conclusion of the students' sojourn at the UA.

Probably the greatest problems will be at the Foundation Level. It is suggested that the required
performance for completion of Foundation Level be calibrated in terms of College Board
Achievement Tests, Advanced Placement or similar criteria, (see Appendix B for discussion of the
use of Academic Index in this context). This would serve the purpose of specificity and provide
easier articulation with high schools both in Arizona and out-of-state. Foundation Level students
would be tested internally for advancement to Matriculation Level (through their normal course
accomplishments). Students could test out of the Foundation Level either by presenting
Achievement Test or Advanced Placement results or by performing sufficiently well in placement
exams set by the University. The actual level of performance required would be set by the
individual faculties involved. Students would normally be permitted to proceed to Level II only
when they are able to meet the performance criteria.

At Levels III and IV, external standards are already set in terms of ently to graduate school which
is itself frequently determined by GRE scores or similar indices. Another calibration is provided
by the standard accreditation processes. The Provost, in consultation with the Deans of individual
colleges will need to set and maintain internal standards by reference to these external measures.
Students doing well by internal measures should (statistically) do well on external tests also.

The requirements for completion of Level II (and in some circumstance of Level III) will have to
be set largely internally. They will need careful articulation with programs at two year colleges. In
setting completion criteria for Level II, each degree program should establish what additional
general education (beyond the Foundation Level and the three integrating courses of the
Matriculation Level) is needed to satisf' its requirements.

6. Advantages of the Proposed Restructuring. The structure outlined above could bring the
following benefits. It would:

Provide a basic framework and platform which is more comprehensible and less threatening to
the incoming student, while still retaining substantial flexibility;

Ensure that the student has developed a foundation of knowledge and skills before proceeding
either into an area of specialization or more advanced multi-disciplinary studies - thereby also
reducing the likelihood of failure;
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(e) Permit the well prepared or especially talented student to proceed more rapidly, thereby
increasing the probability that the student will enter and remain at the UA;

Make it clear to students that progress depends on their own performance;

Allow classes to be offered to groups of students that are at more closely similar preparation
levels; this is more effective for students as well as more economical;

Accommodate the needs of students requiring a more general education, for which there is
increasing demand.

Encourage better preparation of students at the high schools through student and parent
(including cost) pressures;

Create a greater collegial atmosphere among faculty fulfilling part of their teaching obligation
through University College (it would also encourage the "schools" concept for teaching courses
required for specialists);

Help raise the overall intellectual level of the undergraduate program by increasing the
attractiveness of the UA to better prepared students.

Provide improved potential for undergraduates, especially those in the APS programs, to
become involved in the research activities of the University.

The likely result of implementing this program is an overall improvement in the level of
undergraduate performance and in public perception of the "value" of an undergraduate education
at the UA. Such improvement is an essential element of a program to place the UA among the top
10 public research universities in the nation.

Concluding Remarks. This White Paper has been prepared by a group of interested faculty not
as a prescription to be adopted in its entirety but rather as a stimulus for discussion leading to an
overall enhancement of the UA's undergraduate program. It certainly contains suggestions that
would differentiate the UA from many of its peers, hopefully in a positive way as viewed from the
student perspective. Some action in regard to the undergraduate program is, in any case, necessary
if the UA is to achieve its goal of a "top ten publics" ranking.
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APPENDIX A

Graduation Rate

The graduation rate from a university is dependent on a number of factors. Principal among them
is the quality and/or level of preparedness of the incoming students. While a combination of high
school grades and SAT scores is a better predictor of university performance, the SAT score alone

gives a good measure of the likelihood of graduating.
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Figure Al. Graduation rates for UA 1992-2002 first rime/full-time freshman class are shown as a
function of intake SAT score for both resident and non-resident students. Also shown are the
average graduation rates for the public universities listed in Table A] as a function ofaverage
incoming SAT score. The position of the UA is noteworthy.

Figure Al shows the dependence of overall graduation rate on average intake SAT at AAU Public
Universities. The data, which are listed in Table Al, have been taken from the Consortium for
Student Retention Data Exchange, May 2006 reports. They demonstrate a clear correlation
between average freshman SAT score and six year graduation rate at the institutions listed. Also
shown in Figure Al is how the probability of graduating in six years from the University of
Arizona varies with SAT score for both in-state (resident) and out-of-state (non-resident)
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Table AI. Average incoming student SAT score (2004 freshmen) vs graduation rate (for
1999 cohort) at 33AAU Public universities.

first-time, full-time freshman. The data are taken from a comprehensive summary prepared in
November 2006 by Richard Kroc II, the UA Assistant Vice-President, Enrollment Research; the
summary is reproduced in Table A2. The UA graduation rates at different intervals of SAT score
are generally consistent with the overall results for the AAU public universities. This consistency
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Public University Average SAT
Score (2004 class)

% graduating
(1999) cohort

University of Buffalo, State University of New York 1140 57%
Stony Brook University, State Uni, of New York 1176 59%

University of Kansas 1137 59%
University of Arizona 1120 59%

University of Minnesota, Twin Cities 1183 61%
University of Nebraska, Lincoln 1177 63%
University of Oregon 1114 65%
University of Iowa 1163 66%

University of Missouri, Columbia 1142 66%
University of Colorado at Boulder 1170 66%

Purdue University 1149 67%

Ohio State University 1153 68%

Iowa State University 1131 68%

University of Pittsburgh 1231 70%
Rutgers, State University of New Jersey 1226 71%
University of Washington 1182 74%

University of Texas at Austin 1230 75%
University of Maryland at College Park 1237 76%

Michigan State University 1137 76%

Texas A&M University 1183 77%

University of Wisconsin, Madison 1274 78%

University of Florida 1260 79%

University of California, Santa Barbara 1182 79%

University of California, Irvine 1209 80%

University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign 1274 80%
University of California, Davis 1170 80%
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 1287 84%

University of California, San Diego 1250 84%
Pennsylvania State University(*) 1200 86%

University of California, Berkeley 1314 87%
University of California, Los Angeles 1290 87%
University of Michigan 1287 87%

University of Virginia 1330 93%



is evidence that degree standards for AAU universities, including the UA, are comparable.

The UA has found that its Academic Index (AI)", a combination of High School Academic GPA,
SAT scores and certain other criteria, is an even better predictor of performance at the university
level than SAT scores alone. Indeed the data in Table A2 are presented in terms of Ai Figure A2
illustrates the dependence on AI of six year graduation rate for both resident and non-resident
first-time, full-time freshman. It shows essentially the same result as Figure Al.
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The Al is a predictor of scholastic performance at the UA based principally on high school academic GPA and SAT score but
also including other variables such as AP/1BC units taken. Its formal range is O Al 300.
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FigureA2. UA graduation rates as afunction ofincomingAcademic Index for the period 1992 to
2006. The trends are essentially the same as those shown in Figure AI using SATscore.

In Figure A3, we show the distribution of resident and non-resident first-time, full-time freshman
according to their AI. Also plotted in Figure A3 is the distribution of such students graduating
within six years. The comparison clearly illustrates the very substantial loss of low AI students
and hence the corresponding loss of the funds invested in them. This is especially true for the
resident students, where the state has provided a substantial subsidy toward their education.
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Figure A3. Bar chart showing the distribution (blue) according to Academic Index (AI) for all
UA students (resident and non-resident) and the number that graduated in six years (green) or

failed to do so (red). The distributions are based on the data given in Table A2. For AI <150,
(roughly one third of the entering students) more than 50 °% of the incoming class will fail to
graduate in six years.

While there are many factors that influence the outcomes for individual students, Figures
A1/A2/A3 and Tables A1/A2 nonetheless suggest the following general conclusions:

The probability of graduation at AAU Universities rises significantly with average
incoming SAT score, While there is significant variation in average graduation rate at a given
average intake SAT score among public universities, this does not in any way mask the general
trend. It thus appears that variation in teaching quality among the universities listed in Table Al
is not the dominant factor in determining graduate rate.

The overall average intake SAT score (1120) of U of A students is at the low end of the
distribution for similar scale public universities. Many students come either unprepared for or
unsuited to university work. The UA must deal with this problem if the rate of production of
graduates is to be improved.

The probability of graduation at UA rises significantly with incoming SAT score,
matching the results for other AAU universities. UA students with SAT scores below 1025, or an
AI below 125, have a probability of around 40 percent of graduating - that is their probability of
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failing is around 60 percent. For this reason, the cost per graduate is much higher for the sample
of less well prepared students. Admitting ill-prepared students virtually guarantees that the
majority will fail to graduate and does so at considerable expense to the State.

In the range of SAT scores from 1075 to 1200, the typical graduation rate of University
of Arizona students is similar to that of the other AAU Universities.

Above a score of 1200, or roughly the top 20% of our students, the UA graduation rates
are below the average graduation rates for other AAU Universities. This phenomenon - the
relative inability to retain the best students - is common to ASU and NAU and is of generai
concern since the state arguably profits most by retaining these students after graduation.

Since the decision to graduate or not to graduate a student is made ultimately for
employers, not for students, a high quality public university cannot afford to graduate students
who are distinctly inferior to those from other similar institutions. Enhancing the quality of the
graduating class must therefore be a high priority for the UA.

Implications. The above suggests the following:

The students at the lower end of the AI distribution must be brought up to an adequate
level of intake preparedness before proceeding to higher education. This can be done either by
selection or additional preparation (or some combination) and should greatly improve the
chances of successful graduation of entering students.

The better UA students must find themselves in an environment that is "more friendly" to
their aspirations and, in particular, one that does not hold them back to a pace set by the poorer
students. If this environment is maintained and made more visible, it will result in more well
prepared students selecting and remaining at the UA. This will in turn improve the institutional
graduation rate and make the higher education process more cost-efficient.

The percentage of well prepared freshmen may be estimated from the (reasonable)
criterion that such students have a probability of graduating which exceeds, say, 66 percent. This
corresponds to aUA Al of approximately 200 (or an SAT score of 1160). At the UA, only 25
percent of first-time, full-time freshmen meet this criterion at present.

There is a need to give students an incentive to learn basic skills at high school. They
should neither expect to learn them - nor should they be forced to releam them - at the UA.

We believe that the reconfiguration of the undergraduate program proposed in this White Paper
addresses all these points.
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APPENDIX B

Academic Index as a Calibratin2 Criterion for Level i Completion

In a system like the one proposed in this White Paper, it is essential that a reasonable and
objective criterion be established for students to advance directly to Level 2 - the Matriculation
Level. While other criteria will be necessary - especially for out of state or foreign students - it
will be necessary to maintain some degree of consistency among them. These other criteria
might include Advanced Placement or UA placement exam results, ACH scores etc. etc. We
suggest that the Academic Index (AI) be used to define (calibrate) such performance criteria for
satisfactory completion of Level 1. Students with an M 200 or equivalent (or a probability of>
66% of graduating) should, in normal circumstances be deemed ready to proceed directly to
Level 2 if they so desire. This criterion can be cross-calibrated with other external or internal
measures.

We believe that the minimum standards for testing out of Level ishould involve a specific level
of proficiency in English Cómposition, Mathematics, a foreign or computer language, and in
some area of Science and of Social Studies. Some minimum level of proficiency in the use of
computers would also be desirable.

A student entering the UA at the Foundation level would be expected to meet the above criteria
before proceeding to the. Matriculation Level. Such a student intending to take a specialist degree
might be expected to demonstrate accomplishment above the Level i minimum. For example the
student might be expected to take one or two additional subjects, and also to do better than the
minimum an endeavor related to his or her chosen area of specialty.

Note external tests are NOT intended as a replacement for internal placement tests where these
are deemed necessary. The UA might also administer its own placement tests in state high
schools at the end of the first and second senior high school semesters, to give students the
opportunity to test out of Level i before arrivai at the University.
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APPENDIX C

Time to Graduate

Being a college student is more than a full time job, yet there is an expectation in the community
that it is possible to work one's way through college and graduate in four years. The numbers
show how wrong this is.

To graduate in four years from a program with a 120 unit graduation requirement implies an
average of 15 units per semester, assuming no courses are failed. Each unit implies an hour in
class per week, pIus 2 homework hours, so to graduate in four years requires a 45 hour week of
college work alone. It is certainly true that some better than average students can manage to do
their homework in a shorter time, particularly if they are also willing to accept poorer than
average grades. However, even for these students, a four year graduation probably implies a
minimum of about 30 hours per week of college work.

Students may, at their option, work "halftime" that is, for up to an additional 20 hours per week
through work at the university. For four year graduates, working this many hours implies a work
week of 65 hours! If attention suffers, then it is necessary to reduce the load, either by someone
else paying the student's way, or by reducing the course load and taking more time to graduate.

Ifa student takes a load of 12 units - the minimum considered as "ftill-time", this becomes a 36
hour week of college work, and can perhaps be accomplished by the more gifted students in
about 24 hours. Then the addition of a 20 hour or half-time j ob brings the work load up to
between 44 and 56 hours. For such a person, summer classes will be needed, to graduate in less
than 5 years.

Anyone tiying to work a 40 hourjob and also go to college, should understand that being a full
time student is ruled out. For them, a course load of 2-3 courses per semester is probably the
limit, and the corresponding time to graduate is about 6-10 years.

Ifa student then tries to accomplish an excessive amount of work and college courses, the likely
result will be courses failed and even further delay in graduation. For most of these students,
work is necessaiy to pay at least part of their college expenses.

For reference, work load statistics for UA students are as follows:

Data for Fall 200612
Working more than

Graduating Seniors Rising Juniors
3lhrs 11% 5%
21 hrs 33% 20%
11 hrs 63% 49%
1 hrs 80% 57%

2 Data provided by Dr. Rick Kroc II, Assistant Vice-president for Enrollment Research
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APPENDIX D

POSSIBLE DEGREE STRUCTURE

The proposed reconfiguration of the undergraduate program envisages two possible degree
outcomes. The first is the standard degree awarded after completion of Upper Division (Level 3)
or 120 units of which a student may test out of 30 at the Foundation Level (Level 1). The second
is the APS (advancedlprofessional/speciaiist) degree awarded upon completion of the Advanced
Level (Level 4).

It seems appropriate - although not necessaiy - to recognize these different accomplishments in
the title of the degree. This topic was discussed at length by faculty members contributing to this
report. No "ideal" solution was found. However, considering the advantages of not diverging too
drastically from current practice, the participants came up with the following "acceptabl&'
solutions. No great importance is attached to these titles, which in no way alter the substance of
the overall restructuring program. They are offered merely as examples.

Option i (see Figure Dl)
The standard degree might be the Bachelor of Arts (BA) regardless of the studenf s
major.
The APS degree might signify the area of study using the titles already used by
individual colleges; examples would be Bachelor of Science (BS), Bachelor of Fine Arts
(BFA), Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BSN) etc. The BA could also be used for APS
degrees from colleges or faculties traditionally using this title (mainly humanities or
social sciences) but alternatives such as Bachelor of Humanities or BA (Humanities) etc
might be preferred. The degree titles should, in any case, be proposed by the individual
faculties to serve the needs of their students.

The current practice of awarding degrees with or without Honors or with the designations cum
laude, summa cum laude etc could be continued for both standard arid APS degrees if desired.

Option 2 (see Figure D2)
The standard (or regular) degree could have the same designation as at present so that
BA, BSc, BFA, BSN etc. would all still be used at this level. The word honors would not
be used in connection with standard degrees but outstanding performance could be
recognized through a qualifier such as with distinction.
The APS degree could be assigned the prefix or suffix "Honors" so that the degree
became a BA (Hons), BSc (Hons) etc. Outstanding performance in an honors degree
program would be recognized with the qualifiers cum laude, magna cum laude, summa
cum laude.

A degree structure such as the above would not only provide appropriate recognition for student
accomplishment but also bring more order into a situation which is currently confusing to the
public and to employers in particular.
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Figure Dl. Option 1. The proposed Level structure is illustrated showing the two normal entry
points for high school students at the Foundation (I) and Matriculation (II) Levels - as well as
the option for truly exceptional students to proceed directly to Upper Division (III). Students
may conclude their studies with the award of either a BA as a Standard degree or one of several
field specfìc options (Bs, BSN etc) as an A.PS baccalaureate degree following satisfactory
completion of studies in Upper Division (III) and Advanced Level (IV) respectively. They would
then join the work force or, alternatively, proceed to graduate or professional school. The role
of University College in monitoring the General Education and Multi-disciplinary Studies
programs is also shown. [Note Level III consists of two study years; all other levels are one
study year.]
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Figure D2. Option 2. The proposed Level structure is illustrated showing the two normal entry
points for high school students at the Foundation (I) and Matriculation (JI) Levels - as well as
the option for truly exceptional students to proceed directly to Upper Division (III). Students
may conclude their studies with the award of either an ordinary BS, BA, BSN, BFA etc as a
Standard degree or a BS (Hons), BA (Hons), BSN (Hons), BFA (Hons) etc. as a APS
baccalaureate degree following satisfactory completion of studi es in Upper Division (III) and
Advanced Level (IV) respectively. They would then join the work force or, alternatively, proceed
to graduate or professional school. The role of University College in monitoring the General
Education and Multi-disciplinary Studies programs is also shown. /Note Level III consists of two
study years; all other levels are one study year.]
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Accelerated Masters' Program in Biochemistry

The information below comes directly from the Biochemistry Department Website:
http://www.biochem.arizona.edu/dept/bsms.html

Five Year B.S./M.S. in Biochemistiy
The Department of Biochemistry & Molecular Biophysics offers the opportunity for students to participate in an
accelerated curriculum that leads to both the Bachelor of Science and Master of Science degrees. This curriculum
follows the normal B.S. degree for three years, but adds two graduate level courses during their fourth year that are
applied to the subsequent M.S. program. These graduate courses cannot be included in the student's B.S. degree
program. The fifth year includes three graduate courses, research credits, and the Masters Thesis. [Should a student
have completed 12 graduate credits, but not yet completed the undergraduate degree, they will be considered
graduate for financial aid and tuition purposes and coded as 'graduate' in SIS. They will no longer be eligible for
undergraduate scholarships, nor will they be eligible for graduate assistantships]. Students must apply to the
Graduate College during their fourth year for official admission to the M.S. program immediately following
completion of their B.S. degree requirements.

Students who are interested in this unique opportunity should meet with a member of the Advisory Committee in
the fall semester of their junior year to plan for the course work and thesis. In the spring semester of their junior

year, students must have their Senior Thesis and M.S. Thesis mentor approved by the Advisory Committee. This
research mentor must havé an appointment (primary or joint) in BIvIB or must have an ongoing research
collaboration with one of our primary faculty members. General advice concerning selection of a research mentor
and a list of specific faculty who qualify as research mentors for the M.S. degree are provided on a separate page.
The Senior Thesis (or Honors Thesis) for the B.S. degree comprises preliminary work for the M.S. Thesis that is to
be completed during the fifth year. A thesis committee consisting of the approved mentor and two faculty from the
BMB program must be selected during the spring semester of their junior year. This committee will approve the
proposed graduate requirements in completing the BSIMS degree.

The Master of Science degree requires 30 units (minimum) of graduate work in 500-level courses or above, up to 15
of which may be in thesis research. At least one-half of the required units must be in courses offering regular letter
grades. Tip to 12 units of graduate credit earned as an undergraduate and not applied toward the baccalaureate
degree can be applied for credit toward a maste?s degree. Required courses for the M.S. degree include Proteins and
Enzymes 565 and two other courses from the list below. The student, with approval from the thesis committee,
chooses the remaining graduate courses required for the degree.

An Advanced BSc Program at the Australian National University.
(Information provided by Dr. Darren Croton (UC Berkeley)

A BSc degree in Australia typically lasts 3 years and is approximately equivalent to the 4 year
US degree. It tends to be slightly less general and more focused than in the US, hence the year
difference (i.e. a physics major would do physics, math, some chemistry perhaps. But not
typically any arts, language, cultural, history, etc subjects that are often required in the US to
give "breadth"). At the end of 3 years you graduate with your BSc.

If you are interested in a PhD, or perhaps your desired career path requires some extra research
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experience, then you can choose to do an additional year as a BSc student, called an Honors
year. Regardless how you go in this year you still have your BSc. This extra year (as an
undergraduate) is usually 1/2 research and 1/2 advanced coursework, sort of like a mini Masters.
Often a publication will come from the research, while the coursework will be Jackson for E&M,
etc, similar to ist year grad classes here in the US.

Once you pass this extra year you get your BSc with honors (4 year degree). You can then go on
to do a PhD, which will sometimes include some more, even more advanced coursework, but
usually is just research only.

The information below comes directly from the ANU Honors handbook
(http://science.anu.edu.au/Honors/index.php):

"What Honors is and what you wiil get out of it

Honors programs at the ANTJ take one academic year (full time). Honors aims to build on the knowledge and skills
that you have learned in your undergraduate career. In doing so, Honors continues and rounds out a process begun
in the study of your chosen field at an undergraduate level. However, Honors is much more than this. It is a time of
social, professional and intellectual development in which students become better acquainted with some of the
central features of academic life: seminars, workshops, presentation of work to colleagues, research design and
conmiunication of scientific findings.

Accordingly, students are generally given much more autonomy and responsibility for their own intellectual
development during this year than previously. All Honors degrees at ANIJ are based on the model of developing
your skills, under supervision, as an independent researcher and innovative thinker. Honors will also test your
organisational skills; in particular, your ability to prepare, define, plan, carry out and report on research. As an
Honors student in the Faculty of Science, you will undertake your own empirical research on a topic you choose to
study and your research should involve the creation of 'new' information and knowledge in your chosen field. You
will prepare a thesis that presents the background for and describes and explains your research findings. Some
Honors programs also involve a coursework component.

Therefore, Honors offers the opportunity to develop a level of learning and a suite of skills that add significant value
to those gained during a Pass (Bachelor) degree. Consistent with this, the ANIJ Undergraduate Handbook states that

completion of an Honors Degree attests to the following achievements:

greater depth and breadth of knowledge within the chosen field of study;

development of an independent approach to and ability in research and in academic communication; and

a superior academic ability, as judged by performance in second and third year units and in the Honors year."
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APPENDIX E

The following faculty members contributed to writing and/or critiquing the
original version of this document:

John Bieging (Astronomy)
Adam Burrows (Physics)
John Cocke (Astronomy)
Chandrakant Desai (Engineering)
Elizabeth Ervin (Music)
William Fans (Mathematics)
Merrill Garrett (Psychology)
Robert Hershberger (Architecture)
John Hildebrand (Neurobiology)
Christopher Impey (Astronomy)
Philip Keller (Chemistry)
Brian Larkins (Plant Science)
Tom Lindell (Molecular/Cellular Biology)
Jonathan Lunine (Lunar/Planetary Science)
Gerald Monsman (English)
Claire Parsons (Nursing)
Richard Poss (Humanities)
Richard Powell (Optical Sciences)
Eugene Sander (Agriculture)
Michael Schiffer (Anthropology)
Ernest Smerdon (Engineering)
Vernon Smith (Economics)
Peter Strittmatter (Astronomy)
Donna Swaim (Humanities)
Richard Thompson (Mathematics)
Doug Toussaint (Physics)
Christopher Walker (Astronomy)
Bruce Walsh (Ecology/Evolutionary Biology)
Ann Weekes (Humanities)
Raymond White (Astronomy)
Nick Woolf (Astronomy)
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Motion: to establish a Senate Task Force on General Education or
the purpose of working in co4lsultatlon with the University-wide
General Education Committee to accomplish the following aims

Review existing UWGEC reports, including evaluations of the current
course offerings
Design appropriate mechanisms to measure and ensure quality and
cost effectiveness of the-T'TI4 ti..ie.Q *jø,i
Recommend actions to provide greater access to and choice of
general education course offerings
Review current rules and procedures on the substitution of General
Education courses, and make recommendations to optimize student
learning opportunities

Task Force Composition:

The task force will include representation from all colleges with
undergraduate enrollment as well as ASUA (12-15 members)
One-fourth of the total membership will be from the Faculty Senate
The task force Chair will be a faculty senator and both the
membership and the Chair will be appointed by the Presiding Officer
of the Faculty Senate
At least two task force members will be UWGEC members

Activity Timeline:

First orientation meeting will be convened by end of May, 2007
Six, 2-hour meetings (every other week during fall semester)
Report to Faculty Senate, December, 2007
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44 Report and Recommendations of
45 The University of Arizona
46 General Education Review Committee
47 of 2004-05
48

49 Submitted to the Executive Vice President and Provost,
50 the Chair ofthe Faculty, and
51 the University-wide General Education Committee
52 September 16, 2005
53 by Professor Jerrold E. Hogle,
54 Vice Provost for Instruction and Review Committee Chair,
55 with the approval ofthe full Committee
56

57

58 History, Process, and Evidence Gathered
59

60 The current University of Arizona General Education Program (see http.//teachingteams.
6 1 arizona. edu/gerc: "General Education in a Nutshell") began for students in theFall of i 998. This

62 change from the last Gen. Ed. scheme followed a series of major transformations: a thorough

63 reassessment of undergraduate education at the UA, which culminated in the Reportof the

64 President 's Task Force on Undergraduate Education (Professor J. Douglas Canfield, Chair) in
65 May, i 992; deliberation on campus by multiple committees, which finally led to the adoption of

66 the current program plan by the Faculty Senate and its approval by President Pacheco in 1995-96;

67 and a two-year development process, including the establishment of the University-wide General

68 Education Committee (UWGEC) in the Fall of 1996 (Professor Jerrold E. Hogle, initial elected
69 Chair) to work out area goals and acceptable courses for the new Program. In 2003, the UWGEC
70 of that year (Professor Harold P. Larson, Chair) undertook a comprehensive review of the
71 program' s design, implementation, and evidence of strengths and weaknesses. The official result

72 was A Review of the University ofArizona 's General Education Program, Fall 1998 through
73 Spring 2003 (hereafter "the UWGEC report"). This report was submitted in March 2004 to the
74 current Vice Provost for Instruction (VP!) in the Office of the Provost. The documents just noted
75 are all available on the extensive web site set up by Review Committee member Karen Lutrick in
76 2005: teachingleams. arizona. edu/gerc - hereafter "website" -- where much of the evidence cited
77 below can also be found (for the documents just noted, click on "Task Force on Undergraduate
78 Education, 1992" and "University-wide General Education Committee, Review Paper" on the
79 website's home page).
80

81 Given the UWGEC report and the general campus pattern of holding Academic Program
82 Reviews (APRs) for instructional programs every seven years, Provost George Davis early in
83 2004 called for an even fuller review of the current Gen. Ed. program, which has just completed
84 its seventh year, using the UWGEC report as a foundational starting point. Although no external
85 visitors were planned, this process was intended from the start to be analogous to the APR as it is
86 done in every other academic area, with the UWGEC report serving as the "self study" by the
87 area (which is common to all APRs) and the Review Committee serving in the capacity of the
88 more widely representative "Internal/External Review Team" which reports finally to the Provost.
89 The Review Committee was then appointed by the Provost, with the VP! as Chair, in the Spring
90 of 2004 after recommendations were sought from many quarters, including the shared governance
91 groups for faculty, students, and appointed personnel. The membership (see Appendix A and
92 website: "Committee members") has thus been designed to be broadly representative of all the



93 colleges and constituent groups (including but not limited to UWGEC) involved in General

94 Education and undergraduate instruction more generally or the direct support of these (from

95 Transfer Articulation and financial management to advising and Curriculum and Registration).

96 At its initial meeting (website: "Agenda and Minutes - April 1 6, 2004"), the Review Committee

97 decided that all its members would have equal voting privileges, although the hope was that

98 findings and recommendations would be decided by Committee consensus, rather than simple

99 majority votes, as often as possible - and that has been the case. The attempt has been to bring

loo knowledgeable representatives from all relevant parts ofthe University together to consider the

101 current quality ofand possible improvements in - as well as the practical consequences of

i 02 maintaining or changing -- the General Education Program, which serves as the "core" around

i 03 which all the rest of undergraduate education is built for each UA student.
104

i 05 Early in its deliberations, the Review Committee decided that our role, like that of an
106 APR Review Team, was strictly that of "reviewer" rather than "re-envisioner" or"re-definer" of

107 General Education. We have thus adhered entirely to reviewing the existing Gen. Ed. program
108 starting with, though also augmenting, UWGEC's careful "self-study," which has remained

1 09 central to our process throughout. To that end and prompted by the UWGEC report, we have set

i 10 out to provide some potential answers to a series ofkey questions upon which we reached

1 1 1 agreement early with input from many others, including Provost Davis (see Appendix B and

I i 2 website: "Questions for the General Education Review Committee"). We therefore understand

I I 3 our task as arriving at findings and initial recommendations about the current Gen. Ed. program

i 14 based on our understanding of the information we havathered and the conclusions we have

I I 5 reached as a result of our research and deliberations. enceoat o
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125 To fulfill our charge in "review" mode, though, we have added to the helpful data
126 provided in the UWGEC report (pp. 12-41) by doing further research, aided by the Office of
127 Institutional Research and Evaluation (OIRE, through Gwen Johnson and Chris Hass) and by
128 Elena Berman on our Committee. Nearly all the results reviewed by the Committee are available

129 on the website by clicking on each individual item (the titles of which are quoted parenthetically
130 below), and this revealing research has been done in these important areas:
131

132 The designs, requirements, and goals of General Education programs at twelve peer
133 public universities: Indiana University, Michigan State University, Ohio State
134 University, UCLA, University of Cincinnati, University of Florida, University of
135 Michigan, University of New Mexico, University of Texas at Austin, University of
136 Washington, University of Wisconsin at Madison, and Washington State University
137 (website: "Comparisons with Other Universities' Gen. Ed. Programs," where you can
138 click on Gen. Ed. web information for each separate university). We have also
139 considered aspects of the much-publicized General Ed. review now under way at
140 Harvard University (website: "Harvard General Education Review").
141

142 Abundant student feedback about Foundations and Gen. Ed. classes at the UA
143 during the years of the current program, based on official UA Teacher/Course
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144 Evaluations (TCEs) or official student surveys (website: "Research and Assessment"
145 and "Teacher-Course Evaluations"). These results have been aggregated and then
I 46 broken into various categories to help us see large-scale and representative student
147 views about:
148 * overall quality ofteaching in approved General Ed. courses
i 49 * levels of student learning in each separate strand of General Education,
i 50 * comparisons of course quality between Gen. Ed. & other lower-division courses
i 5 1 * the views of recent or post- UA graduates about the value and uses of Gen. Ed.
I 52 * problem areas in the General Education program as it stands
i 53

i 54 A comparison ofbestpractices andproblems at universities at a professional
1 55 conference on General Education held in May, 2004, by the American Association of
156 Colleges and University (or AAC&U). A five-member teem from this Review
157 Committee (Drs. Hogle, Howell, Johnson, Shockey, and student rep. Karen Lutrick)
158 represented the UA at this high-level conference at Salve Regina University in
159 Newport, RI, with thirty other American universities, during which Gen. Ed.
160 programs and strategies - including assessment methods - were compared and
161 national information was made available for all attendees to bring back to their
162 campuses (and their Gen. Ed. Review Committees).
163

164 Compiled observations from a series of UA Focus Groups on Gen. Ed. conducted for
165 the Review Committee by Elena Berman (website: click on the categories listed
166 below). These representative groups include:
167 * College faculty not primarily teaching Gen. Ed. (to see how Gen. Ed. feeds into
168 what they teach - or not)
169 * College faculty who are frequent Gen. Ed. instructors
170 * Academic advisors from several different colleges (who help students to
171 understand the Gen. Ed. program and to make choices among all the options)
172 * Undergraduate student groups, from the Freshman Council to Residence Hall
173 Associations to College-level student councils
174

175 Expert Information on teaching techniques and learning objectives for the general
176 student in the age of the Intern et (website: "Educating the Net Generation" and
177 "Information and Communication Literacy Competencies")
178

179 Graphs and data on the budget for General Education at the UA as it has been
180 pressured over several years before and during the current program (see Appendix
181 C) so that the Review Committee understands and takes clear account of these
182 realities, without foregoing the academic considerations and objectives behind its
183 findings and recommendations.
184
185 Unfortunately, since similar kinds of data were usually not gathered under the previous UA
186 Gen. Ed. program, there are not many data-based comparisons possible between the
187 effectiveness of one program compared to that of the other beyond what is offered in the
188 UWGEC report. But the Review Committee has used the extensive information available to
189 it - as well as responses from our many constituent groups to its preliminary findings and
190 recommendations - to arrive at the following conclusions and ideas for the entire UA
191 community to consider.
192

193



I 94 Findings and Recommendations I: General and Philosophical
I 95

196 . We recommend that there continue to be a University-wide Generai Education
197 program - which includes Foundations, Tier I, and Tier II classes -- at the University of
198 Arizona, with the same number of units generally being required.
i 99

200 This Review Committee strongly affirms that the current general objectives of University-wide
201 General Education are very much worth pursuing by and for our students, even ifsome particular
202 area goals need greater specificity or some modification (see below). These objectives, in the
203 Committee' s view, are the best ones (especially when some ofthem are clarified) for assuring
204 that the General Education Program plays its part effectively within "Focused Excellence
205 Strategic Priority II: Increase Student Engagement, Achievement, Retention, and Graduation
206 Rates" in the UA Strategic Plan: Extending the Frontiers ofExcellence. As a matter of fact, the
207 current structure can be connected, if not as the sole cause, to a rise in UA graduation rates since

208 1 998. Now students do not have to re-start General Ed., and thus slow their progress, when they
209 shift colleges by changing majors. Moreover, the current Gen. Ed structure, compared to
210 previous ones, has permitted much better advance planning so that course availability can be
21 1 more assured than in the past based on a reasonably predictable sense of where the "flows" of
2 12 students are likely to go. Indeed, we find that requiring markedly fewer Gen. Ed. units of most
213 students would make their course-taking outside ofmajors and minors much more difficult to
214 predict, track, and fund effectively.
215
216 In addition, though some ofthe evidence cited below shows the need for some adjustments in
217 certain Program areas, the problems we have found do not lie primarily at the level of the overall
218 concept or general design and structure of the current Gen. Ed. Program. The soundness of these
219 has been reinforced by what our representatives learned at the AAC&U conference mentioned
220 earlier - where our program design was openly admired -- and what our examination of peer Gen.
221 Ed. programs (again, on the website under "Comparisons with Other Universities' Gen. Ed.
222 Programs") has revealed: that our Program has an admirable degree of coherence and intellectual
223 integrity in its basic design and progression and is something of a national model in this regard,
224 compared to the less tiered, less interdisciplinary, and less goal-oriented programs at most other
225 public research universities. We have also found no evidence that requiring fewer courses at any
226 Gen. Ed. level would lead to an equal degree of overall learning for most students or help most
227 students meet the objectives of General Education to the same extent.
228
229 2. We recommend that General Education be understood and promulgated, centrally
230 and in all colleges, as so basic to the core mission of the University that ongoing financial
231 support for the Program is essential to the accomplishment of that mission and to our goals
232 for all our undergraduates. Indeed, we believe that financial support for General
233 Education, from both central administration and college sources, needs to be understood as
234 a vital consideration bound up with a wide range of investments, from those in student
235 retention and undergraduate education as a whole to the employment of faculty and the
236 training of graduate students. To this end, we ask that the UA policy on the spending of
237 state and tuition dollars under our Net Tuition Revenue model - which totals the funds
238 remaining from tuition after the subtraction of all mandated deductions, including a financial aid
239 set-aside -- be, in general, (a) that the spending of ne! tuition collections follow student
240 demand to the greatest extent possible in Foundations, Tier I, Tier II, and across the
241 curriculum and (b) that this funding overall be permanent, predictable, dependable, and
242 budgeted in advance as much as possible.
243



244 The current practice of funding the present Program with a substantial contribution from the
245 Provost to participating colleges (to go with internal college contributions of faculty time and
246 other instructional funding) has truly helped ensure course availability for students to a workable
247 degree most ofthe time, though not always, particularly in the face of state-dollar budget cuts
248 since 2001 . But the amount ofthis funding, at both the central and college levels, is still so
249 unpredictable and last-minute at times that planning and hiring are more difficult than they should
250 be for an enterprise so central to the mission ofthe University. General Education should be
251 more deliberately seen by the University and all its colleges and departments as
252 fundamental within our priorities. We believe the overriding stance should be that
253 "General Education is essential to all of us, at every level" and that support for it should be
254 equitable within the overarching values ofthe University. An immediate corollary to this
255 view should be that "where students enroll, student-based dollars follow" as consistently as
256 possible within considerations of program excellence and centrality to our mission. To be sure,
257 the Review Committee recognizes that some colleges that are substantial Gen. Ed. contributors
258 have multiple instructional demands that are increasing, and we believe that all types of
259 undergraduate education should be well served at the UA. But we also believe that future uses of
260 "Net Tuition Revenues" could help improve the availability of undergraduate education at all
261 levels if those funds are allocated, more than they are now, in the general direction of "where
262 students go, so should the dollars they pay." Data based on Net Tuition Revenue (Appendix D)
263 show that the amount collected from students just for their Gen. Ed. courses over the last several
264 years greatly exceeds the $20 million in direct costs spent by the administration and the colleges
265 on staffing and mounting General Education alone (excluding the needed portions of regular
266 faculty salaries). This relatively new information, in our view, should be carefully considered in
267 every future process of deciding on the funding of General Education.
268
269 3. The Committee recommends strongly that the University and all its colleges clearly
270 reaffirm and enforce all relevant provisions of the 1992 Report of the Task Force on
271 Undergraduate Education, within which this Review Committee believes itself to be operating.
272 In particular, we ask for renewed attention to and ongoing enforcement of these policies
273 recommended there [including the slight additions that we propose, inserted here in brackets]:
274

275 "All members of the professorial faculty should consider it a responsibility - and
276 should be expected - to participate with distinction in classroom teaching at the
277 undergraduate level. . . . This commitment to undergraduate teaching should be
278 understood to involve classes at all levels, including lower-division classes..
279 "Teaching [again, at every level] must be fully informed by scholarship and
280 energized by the passion for discovery and creation."
281 "The Provost should establish policies for the allocation of resources to departments
282 so that they can meet the institution's overall teaching [including General Education]
283 and scholarly responsibilities in the most effective way possible."
284 "The University curriculum and schedule of course offerings should be scrutinized
285 for the purpose of identif'ing and correcting any existing imbalances between the
286 large numbers of narrowly specialized courses and the necessary broad-based
287 undergraduate courses."
288 "Departments and colleges are expected to establish teaching load guidelines, with
289 the approval of their dean and the Provost." [These guidelines should factor in
290 General Education as a matter of course. See 2 under Section IV below.]
291 The University "should continue to require courses that stress diversity in culture,
292 race, class, and gender, and wherever possible faculty should integrate into their
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courses concerns of diversity." We concur that this approach remains essential to a
"core" liberal arts university education in the twenty-first century.

Evidence we have seen shows us that, in Tier I at least, the involvement of professorial faculty
has gone down in all three strands since 1999 (see Appendix E). To some degree, that is
understandable, given that the number of tenure-track faculty positions has declined University-
wide over that time. But we also believe that, if many of the above provisions are fully enacted
throughout the institution, more professors would be available for high-quality Gen. Ed. teaching,
which has long been designed here - as we believe it should still be, on the whole - to be taught
by ranked faculty at all tiers above the Foundations level.

a. oWIiarityof thç xpec ei alöu co for (enera1duçg1np4
oundations, hnking theseto the wider "Educational Pbi1osqphy

In order to make the
intellectual coherence and general objectives of our Program clearer to students than they
are now (from what student focus groups have told us), we find, more precise and
engaging outcomes and aims for students need to be articulated effectively. These
should, above all, indicate the crucial relationship between General Education and the
enabling of life-long learning.

b ifi1d groups oi 1tyeert OÏf, and/or rodÏ4jcitioj
of, of eachTa JndJ 11 strand. Some of the
existing outcomes have proven too vague, unclear, or unworkable, our research suggests,
to ensure consistently high educational quality in courses that count for Gen. Ed., and the
"common grounds" among courses in a tier and strand (while they should never be too
confining) are not always clear enough now, nor have they all been worded as learning
outcomes to the degree they should be. Even more importantly, it is clear from student
testimony that the quality, intensity, and "passion" in Gen. Ed. classes now varies too
widely across the University. One reason, we believe, is that the intellectual energy of
the initial faculty groups who established the parts of the Program starting in 1996 may
not be as widespread as it once was, nor has it been conveyed enough to new or
established faculty who have been drawn in more recently to Gen. Ed. teaching. We urge
the reinvigoration of the Program through a new faculty process of re-con ceptual-
ization and re-specjflcation of the desired outcomes that has the potential of
reinvesting the tenure-track faculty of the UA, among others, more widely and
enthusiastically in the University 's most basic educational enterprise.

c Ìeip esrtuîhsh aroesfor investing ne pur ad pssibihties
pftheGeneia1atio!çga!fl. This process may or may not end up directly
connected to the current New Faculty Orientation, but we feel that more senior faculty
should positively engage their newer colleagues where appropriate, more than is the case
now, in the importance, value, nature, and aims of the General Education at the UA.

d. dentify assessà hie outcórne measureÑ for each Gen. Ed tier and strand - and for
Gen Ed as a whole to ena1e assessment opportunities in the future The North
Central Association (or NCA), the UA's accrediting agency, rightly insists that we
undertake sustained outcomes assessment of student learning and instructional



effectiveness in General Education (see more below), as well as our majors and graduate
programs. We therefore need to decide on both the learning outcomes and the measures
by which General Education's effectiveness for students is periodically assessed.
Among the outcomes or measures so examined should be the ones for composition,
math, and information fluency through the University Library, for all of which there are
national standards. Indeed, we suggest that a model for this whole effort might well be
the proposed national outcomes and measures for literacy listed in Information Literacy
Competency: Standards for Higher Education, published in 2000 by the Association of

College and Research Libraries.
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354 Jnsure tI't thçs apjiJ in waythençoura facu1Zativ1tL1ii
355 Gen Ed 'n!i4t!' Difficult as it always is a renewed balance needs to be struck we
356 feel, between well-articulated general outcomes that are sought in Gen. Ed. and each of
357 its areas, on the one hand, and encouragement to instructors to employ their special
358 perspectives and knowledge in Gen. Ed. classes that excite and engage them and their
359 students, on the other.
360
361 Findings and Recommendations III: Program Implementation
362
363 1 . We recommend that better communications be designed to improve the
364 understanding ofwhat Gen. Ed (including its levels and options) is for all those involved:
365 students, faculty, advisors, central administrators, deans, department heads, and members
366 of our wider communities. Our focus groups among all constituencies and the student
367 evaluations we have reviewed show a broad-based uncertainty about what General Education is
368 and is for - or sometimes very different understandings about Gen. Ed. among some members of
369 the same constituency groups. We therefore urge improved public renderings ofthe program as
370 revised and more regular updates about important information and changes, with these going out
371 to all relevant stakeholders, depending on the matter at hand. The following possibilities, then,

372 should at least be considered by the appropriate individuals and/or groups:
373

374 UA colleges should all find ways to explain the value of Gen. Ed. for their majors so
375 that this core program is viewed by all as more integral to every student's total
376 academic experience, rather than a mere obligation to be endured.
377 Instructors and advisors should also be asked to help students understand the place
378 and role of each Gen. Ed. course in the overall program and in the entire educational
379 experience of students.
380 Adjuncts and graduate assistants, as well as new faculty, becoming involved for the
381 first time in General Education should be able to access an orientation that explains
382 the purposes, design, and centrality of the Program, as well as pedagogical training
383 appropriate to their instructional responsibilities
384 The Gera1 Education web site should be reworked m the light of all relevant
385 ecommendations her; particularly to provide links helpful to all stakeholders for
386 mderstanding, not Just the rewremtsJthe raionalçs behind them and the
387 policies connected to them
388 The UWGEC should consider the possible or partial renaming of Gen Ed (since
389 'general" is - yes too general, indistinct, and pro forma) and the retitling ofoneo
390 pore sti.tdy areas within the programe but only if these changes will truJjpçye
391 tudent undersnding of andh iteres in theprQam and its courses,.
392



393 2. é reciimwendtha t. rvieÁnd,c y*hUi e es ôrappropj3
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396 dividâat.d4u t'Oit ndt We are concerned, in particular, with the interests of students
397 who must postpone some oftheir Gen. Ed. courses till late in their college careers because of the
398 number and sequencing of initial course requirements for certain majors and minors. In addition,
399 students who seek and are well prepared for greater challenges in their studies, we think, might
400 benefit from the opportunity to substitute other appropriate classes for some Tier I or II courses.
40 1 For the sake of campus-wide clarity and to serve such students better, then, we ask that the
402 guidelines for substitutions be revisited, rewritten where necessary, and reissued by the UWGEC,
403 subject to Faculty Senate oversight and the approval of the President (or his designee) if policy
404 changes are involved. We assume these guidelines will then be communicated to, and
405 implemented at, the college level.
406
407 3. We recommend that very large classes be discouraged as much as resources permit
408 to enhance the quality of the Gen. Ed., as well as the overall undergraduate, experience.
409 Indeed, we urge that the University strive to reduce the total number of Gen. Ed. classes with over
410 75 students by at least 20% over the next three years. Student data and focus groups show that too
4 1 1 many students feel anonymous and overwhelmed if too many of their classes are large lectures
412 only.
413
414 4. We recommend that more be done to allow students to actively choose their Tier I
41 5 and Tier II courses out of genuine interest. To that end, informative and readily-understood
416 course descriptions (and syllabi, as much as possible) should be easily available to students
417 before they register. The random assigning of Tier I and Tier II courses should also be curtailed,
418 an improvement already under way in the online "Academic Tour" that is part of our revised
419 Orientation program. In addition, more courses in both tiers should be encouraged, when
420 and where possible, to give students more choice.
421

422 5 Ve recommenFiÏt the ITWGE , in consultation with tle Honors Colleje, the
423 ïJndergraduate Council, and appropnate other groups - in other words, with broad faculty
424 nvolvement - work Out a clearly demarcated "Honors Track" in General Education sç that
425 our most academically advance4n4 betprepard studçnts can have an eirjehçd
426 educational expérience. Students at these levels and faculty who work with them are nearly
427 unanimous that the current program as presently organized fails to meet the legitimate needs of
428 Honors students. Accordingly, we ask the UWGEC, the Honors College, and others to consider
429 these possibilities among many as they discuss, propose, and then implement an Honors Track in
430 General Education at the UA:
431

432 the appropriate application of AP exam credits to fulfill Gen. Ed. requirements
433 greater flexibility in allowing substitutions for - and Honors sections of-- General
434 Education classes that now exist or may come to exist
435 qualifications for admission to this Track that may or may not include initial or
436 coterminous admission to the Honors College per se
437 the encouragement of Honors or advanced Gen. Ed. offerings designed specifically
438 for juniors and seniors who are in majors that make them delay taking General
439 Education courses for good academic reasons
440
441 6. We recommend that the current Gen. Ed. requirement for at least one course in
442 "Non-Western civilization" or "issues of gender, race, class, ethnicity, and/or sexual



443 orientation" (with this last phrase permanently added to this category in all Gen. Ed.
444 publications) continue essentially as it is because of its importance for every student's
445 education in the modern world. But there should be better communication to students and
446 faculty about what this requirement means and clearer policies from the UWGEC about
447 substitutions for courses listed as counting for this requirement, including guidelines on what
448 constitute legitimate uses of the petition process in connection with this requirement. There
449 should also be UWGEC letters to faculty whose courses might meet this requirement to see if
450 they would apply (each with syllabus) to have those classes listed as counting in this way,
45 1 provided they meet the criteria.
452
453 7. This Review Committee strongly endorses the recent call for a wide-ranging Review of
454 Core Mathematics at the UA in 2005-06 and urges the faculty-based group conducting that
455 Review to include consideration of what the Foundations Math Requirement should be, all
456 in full recognition the many different types of students and majors at the University of
457 Arizona. At present a significant number of students here have trouble with some Gen. Ed.
458 coursework because ofproblems with competency in mathematics at the level ofthe current
459 University entrance requirements. We ask, consequently, that these reported problems be among
460 those discussed in the Core Math review:
461

462 Many incoming students arrive not even qualif'ing for entry-level college math.
463 Some Tier I NATS instructors feel constrained by low levels of math preparation among
464 students in those courses. There is a discrepancy between the natural mathematics
465 prerequisites for quality NATS courses and the need for such courses to be available to
466 entering freshmen who may not have those prerequisites.
467 Tier II instructors also report difficulties offering some NATS/science options because it
468 cannot be assumed that students possess sufficient college-level mathematics.
469 It can be difficult for students, especially incoming freshman, to choose math courses that
470 balance their abilities and their needs to fulfill the Foundations math requirement. Many
471 such students, after all, may need certain kinds of math to pursue particular studies that
472 may be required later in their majors.
473
474 We suggest, in fact, that this Core Mathematics committee explore different basic math options
475 for different types of students as an improved approach to the Foundations Math requirement
476 (which we think should remain) in General Education at the UA.
477
478 Findings and Recommendations IV: Program Operations
479
480 1. We recommend that an ad hoc task force be created for a brief period, reporting to
481 the Vice Provost for Instruction and the UWGEC, to examine and make recommendations
482 about the adequacy and accessibility of academic support services for faculty and students
483 involved in Gen. Ed., including how students can find the services most appropriate for their
484 exact needs at a given time. We find that, as things stand, students do not have clear enough
485 avenues, though we do have many, for seeking the right help in connection with their Gen. Ed.
486 classes.
487
488 2. We recommend that, wherever possible, those College recruitment plans that do not
489 now do so should include an account of how the desired combination of past, present, and
490 future faculty hires will ensure, among many other things, enough sufficient and high-
491 quality teaching of General Education, at least so that each involved College can meet its fair
492 share of student demand for Gen. Ed instruction. We see too little evidence that General



493 Education is at least considered as a factor in the faculty recruitment plans of colleges and ask
494 that it play a greater, though hardly an exclusive, role - and not be an afterthought - in the future
495 recruitment considerations of all relevant Colleges.
496
497 3. ereoiIi - aiorpreójeamuffoOi örne i*-' _ç
498 the evel of cn. d see a t at 1be. de e an asdsine mechanism for
499 i: o ineetin ersity' b ecti t
500 rju:M.fl. Though the University has made considerable progress since 2000 in the
50 1 outcomes assessment of student performance in majors and graduate programs, the meaningful
502 assessment of whether General Education is meeting its objectives for students is in a
503 rudimentary state at the present time. Our accrediting agency, the NCA, expects to see much
504 more progress in the assessment of Gen. Ed. by the next University accreditation review in 2009-
505 10.
506
507 4. We recommend that those faculty who make outstanding and continuous
508 contributions to Gen. Ed. and Foundations, both educational and organizational, receive
509 recognition and appreciation beyond incremental and occasional teaching awards. Perhaps
5 10 there should be a category (other than University Distinguished Professor, for example) by which
5 1 1 such faculty would be honored. More incentives are needed for General Education teaching by
512 professors.
513
514 5. This Review Committee assumes and urges that the future ofGeneral Education in
5 1 5 every part or extension of the UA always remain controlled and largely deLivered by the
5 16 faculty of the University of Arizona main campus. This core responsibility of the main campus
5 1 7 professoriate and Colleges should not be delegated to any other entity or "farmed off" on a branch
5 1 8 campus or any other affiliated entity. Should any such extension of the UA wish or be asked to
5 1 9 become involved in the teaching of General Education - which will be far in the future, since
520 Regents policy restricts the offering of lower-division courses to the main campus alone -- that
521 involvement should take place only under the close supervision of the UWGEC and the Faculty
522 Senate and only with the approval of the appropriate department heads and college deans, as well
523 as the Provost or the Provost's designee for overseeing General Education.
524
525 Findings and Recommendations V: Quality Control
526
527 1 We recommend that the UWGEC create a periodic review process for Tier I and
528 Tier II courses as fulfilhng estab!sjç49en Ed requirements This system can take many
529 different forms and involve some delegation of labor so that the workload on UWGEC members
530 is not overwhelming. But there should be a systematic way of assessing, perhaps involving a
531 portion of the total approved courses at a given time, which classes (as currently designed) do or
532 do not meet the latest Gen. Ed. guidelines for the Tier and area involved. This process will be
533 particularly important considering the recommendations under "Goals and Outcomes" above.
534
535 2. We recommend that TCE evaluation data for both Tier I and Tier II courses be
536 compared to the same data for courses in the same tier and to the same information about
537 non-Gen. Ed. offerings at comparable levels (usually lower division). The Committee
538 assumes that this totality of information will then - and regularly - be factored into the
539 performance review process for all relevant faculty members.
540
541 3. We recommend that all of the latest syllabi for Tier I and Tier II courses be sent
542 electronically by the colleges where the courses are taught to the Vice Provost for
543 Instruction, who will arrange for them to be available to students, advisors, faculty, and others as



544 portions of a General Education web site. This way there will be an online "library" that faculty
545 can consult for examples of approved General Education courses and tested approaches to the
546 high-quality teaching of them.
547
548 4. We recommend that the Office of Instructional Research and Evaluation (OIRE)
549 and the University Teaching Center (UTC) consider other ways to evaluate the quality of
550 Gen. Ed courses and the teaching of them besides TCE reports. While building on existing
55 1 surveys - such as the Senior Survey, which should include more pointed questions on Gen. Ed.
552 quality - OTRE and UTC might provide focused questionnaires about Gen Ed. that students could
553 fill out in residence halls or when they seek advising. If feasible, a Gen. Ed survey for students at
554 mid-career might be attached online to the WebReg entry point into the process by which
555 students register for future classes. More needs to be done so that students have a chance to have
556 input into the General Education program as a whole program throughout their undergraduate
557 careers.
558
559 5. We recommend that, as soon as the needed technology becomes available,
560 undergraduate records online be flagged so that students cannot register for Tier II classes
561 until they have completed the Tier I counterparts in the study areas of those classes. This
562 way Tier II classes can truly assume the level of earlier preparation, and thus be taught at the
563 academic level of quality, that was mandated by the current Gen. Ed. program when it was first
564 approved and implemented.
565
566 6. We recommend that pointed questions about the quality and value of Gen. Ed
567 instruction should be added to Alumni Surveys filled out when graduates are more than
568 three years past their Bachelors degrees. For many students, it is only later in their lives that
569 they can accurately assess the significance of General Education to their full development over
570 several years.
571

572 7 jVe reommend that the 1JWGEC, perhaps nhieudeitaiThre meanf
573 urveymg façulty aboutJl General Education classes The UA
574 cal-mot keep improving the Gen. Ed. experience for students and faculty unless it has this level of
575 specific testimony from instructors "on the front lines." Again, for this to work, though, faculty
576 participation in both Gen. Ed. teaching and such surveys should be more overtly supported than it
577 is, as in # 4 under "Operations" above.
578
579 Findings and Recommendations VI: Administration and Facilitation
580
581 1. We recommend that the administrative support for the running of the General
582 Education Program out of the office of the Vice Provost for Instruction (VP!) be
583 commensurate with other University-wide programs of comparable size in number of
584 students served. At present, the VPI' s staff support is not sufficient by itself to carry out all of
585 the above recommendations that are relevant to that office. The Program Coordinator should at
586 least have some temporary assistance from other quarters to undertake such tasks as the revision
587 of the General Education web site in all the areas noted above.
588
589 2. Especially to assure the implementation of# I c/d under "Goals and Outcomes" and # 4
590 under "Operations" above, we recommend that there be a facilitative coordinator of student
591 outcomes assessment who is connected to the General Education Program and works on
592 Gen. Ed. assessment specifically with the VP!, UWGEC, OIRE, and IPASS, as well as
593 colleges and departments. General Education outcomes assessment, when it is done thoroughly



594 and well, requires trained expertise and extensive work, which neither the VPI's office or those of

595 OIRE or IPASS currently possess or have the staff to undertake.
596
597 3. We recommend, finally, that the substantially increased work of the UWGEC

598 recommended above should have the staff support commensurate with that level of

599 continuous activity on behalf of an educational mission so central to the mission of the

600 University of Arizona. Our recommendations ask for an unusual amount of extra work from

601 much of the UWGEC group, as well as groups of faculty divided into interdisciplinary fields, so it

602 will be vital for all these collections of experts to have at least temporary staff assistance in 2006-

603 07 beyond what a single Program Coordinator in the VPI's office can provide, helpful though she

604 has certainly been to this Review of General Education.
605
606 In sum: after a thorough review of extensive information (including considerable student, faculty,

607 and advisor input), it is the consensus of this Review Committee that the UA General Education

608 Program should be continued within the same overall structure, but with some particular

609 modifications in the areas noted above. We believe that this Gen. Ed. system remains a national

610 model for a core curriculum at student-centered research universities such as ours and that, with

611 some fine tuning in several key areas and a reenergizing of the faculty towards achieving the

612 desired outcomes of General Education, the Program can be the powerful "liberal arts core" in

613 undergraduate education that we have always intended it to be for our students and faculty at the

614 University of Arizona.



615 APPENDIX A:
616
617 The University ofArizona General Educatioñ Review Committee
618
6 1 9 (UWGEC = past or current member ofthe University-wide General Education Committee)
620
621 General Faculty Representatives
622
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624
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672 APPENDIX B:
673

674 Questionsfor the UA Generai Education Review Committee
675

676 1 . What are the best overall purposes and the proper announced goals of General
677 Educations for the student? Are the ones we have stated sufficient or should
678 they be modified or completely changed? Is the current content of General
679 Education helping students to meet these goals or not? Would changes make
680 those goals more (or at least just as) attainable?
681

682 2. What are the main improvements needed in current Gen. Ed. Program (if any)
683 relative to the goals agreed on under number I above? Do these suggest a
684 need for selected adjustments - and if so, which - or a major overhaul?
685

686 3. What is the proper relationship of Foundations to the rest of Gen. Ed.? Do we
687 need to adjust Gen. Ed./Foundations sequencing for students as part of a
688 revision? Should we, for example, require, if it is feasible, that students
689 complete College Algebra or its equivalent before enrolling in NATS course
690 (or versions of them)? Should we go further and require, say, first-semester
691 Composition as a prerequisite for TRAD courses (or versions of them)?
692 Would doing all this positively or adversely affect the first-year experience of
693 students and the planning of course offerings for maximum availability?
694

695 4. To accomplish the goals under # 1, do we need to have as many required Gen.
696 Ed. courses as we do now? For example, should we stop requiring four Tier II
697 courses (our current practice) to help students reach the goals of the program -
698 or would changing the current pattern prevent the attainment of our Gen. Ed.
699 objectives? Would a "smaller" program be better or worse?
700

701 5. How should the General Education Program be adjusted or maintained in the
702 context of (a) the financial structure, library resources, and priorities of the
703 University and (b) the entire undergraduate experience (including majors and
704 minors and student support systems)? Can, for example, some Gen. Ed.
705 courses be allowed to count for both majors/minors and General Education
706 and vice-versa? Would such a change prevent a student's attainment of the
707 goals?
708

709 6. What more can be done to ensure quality control in General Education
710 offerings without violating such norms as academic freedom and peer review?
711 Should a periodic review of approved Gen. Ed courses be done - and, if so,
712 how and by whom? What more can be done to "incentivize" good Gen. Ed.
713 teaching? How can a revised Gen. Ed. program be part of "Focused
714 Excellence" here?
715



716 7. In what ways should the administration and central facilitation of Gen. Ed. --
717 including, but not limited to, the role of the University-wide General
718 Education Committee (UWGEC) -- be modified and even strengthened?
719

720 8. Is the instructional support for General Education adequate and effectively
721 deployed, given our need to prioritize the use of resources to address upper-
722 division education and research as well as Gen. Ed.? How effective is the
723 support for educational innovation in all the areas that should affect General
724 Education? How effectively is such support promoted to instructors and
725 students, and how might such programs and promotions be improved?
726

727 9. How should the proposed changes in enrollment management (starting in the
728 Fall of 2006) effect General Education, including its use of graduate teaching
729 assistants?
730

731 10. How will any changes we might make effect Pima and the other community
732 colleges, as well as the other state universities, in Arizona? Are we - or
733 are we not - opening up transfer and articulation issues in any proposed
734 changes? What would these be? Would they be good or bad?
735

736 ii. How would changes in Gen. Ed. (or no changes) affect students who choose
737 majors that start in the freshman year? How does and should Gen. Ed. relate
738 to the First Year Colloquia that might still be (or should they still be) offered
739 for students?
740

741 12. How can we do more to build diversity issues effectively into the General Ed.
742 program? Or are we doing enough there already? Can we incentivize the
743 inclusion of diversity into several Gen. Ed areas at once? Or is there a need
744 for a specific requirement, and, if so, what should that be?
745

746 13. How can (and does) General Education meet the educational needs of Honors
747 students? How might it better meet those needs?
748

749 14. Is there a problem of too much Gen. Ed. being "dumbed down"? If so, what
750 can and should be done about that? How can such courses be broad
751 without being too homogenized?
752

753 15. What does assessment evidence show us about the effectiveness and value of
754 the General Education program here? What do we see when we compare such
755 evidence with "Gen. Ed." (or whatever it is called) at selected peer
756 institutions (and which ones should they be)? Should we modif' what we do
757 -- and in what ways -- towards "best practices" we see elsewhere?
758



19 April 2007

UWGEC Plans and Progress 2006-2007 Academic Year

In setting the agenda for UWGEC this academic year we agreed to give priority attention to
addressing the items from the "Report and Recommendations of The University of Arizona
General Education leview Committee" which were specificálly directed to the UWGEC.

In parallel, Dr. Jerry Hogle, Vice Provost for Instruction, appointed and met with the Outcomes
Assessment Leadership Team which has begun the general logistical process of ramping up our
entire outcomes assessment effort (that will incorporate a Gen Ed. Assessments program
eventually, largely to be based on the UWGEC recommendations).

In our first regular UWGEC meeting in the fall, we identified 13 items requiring UWGEC
attention. We consolidated them into 9 items and then prioritized them. in our meeting of
October 18, 2006 we considered and took action on two items; namely:

Incorporating "sexual orientation" to the group of classes now designated "Gender, race,
class, and ethnicity". This was approved, and we suggested that the name be changed to:
Diversity Emphasis classes.
We reviewed the renaming of the GENED program and decided that this was not
warranted at the time.

In the same meeting, we set forth the following priority review tasks with the indicated
membership:

Create a periodic review process for Tier I and Tier II courses
Working Group: Doug Toussaint and Keith McElroy
Motion passed on 18April to revíczv 20% of Tier I courses each year. See Attachment A
forfit!! motion. The plantar reviewing Tier II courses will be taken up at the May 2007
UWGEC meeting.

Improve the clarity of expected overall outcomes for GENED and Foundations and
clarify outcomes of Tier Strands
Working Group: incorporated with the Assessment Leadership Team, which is
addressing entire curriculum outcomes assessment.
At the 18 April 2007 UWGEC meeting, a draft outline of u
comprehensive review of the GENED classes was presented. The draft is outline is give!!
in Attachment B.

Establish a process for investing new faculty into GENED and survey faculty about
experiences teaching GENED
Working Group: Matthias Mehl, Bill Fee, and Paul Melendez
This working group was merged with the existing UFVGEC
Communications sub-committee to form the Communications and
Promotion sub-committee. A motion was passed on the 18April 2007 UWGEC
committee to "enhance the Gen Ed website with information for students and faculty
about the general education program structure, value, policies and procedures".



In consultation with the Honors College and the Undergraduate Council, etc., work
out a clearly demarcated "Honors Track" in GENED
Working Group: Laura Berry, John Leonard, Anne Marie Hall, George Gehrels, and
Undergraduate Representative to UWGEC
A three-part motion was passed at the 18 April 2007 meeting in which the UWGEC
affirmed the importance of Honors sections in GENED classes, recommended
adjustments to course transfer policies for Honors students, and recommended that
Honors students be afforded the opportunity to take an additional Tier 11
class in lieu of a Tier i class in all strands. The full ¡notion is given
in Attachment C.

Also at the October 18, 2006 UWGEC meeting, we identified the following topics to be of high
importance buta such a nature that they would more logically be addressed following the
completion of the 4 high priority items:

Identify assessable outcomes and measures for Strands and whole of GENED
Working Group: Not yet established, but the Outcomes Assessment Leadership Team is
addressing this issue.
Once the UWGEC has arrived at more precise learning outcomes for the levels of
GENED, the UA should develop an assessment mechanism for determining if students
are or are not meeting the University's objectives for Foundations, Tier I and Tier II.
Working Group: Not yet established. Bitt the Assessment Leadership Team has
addressed this, too. In the presentation ¡nade at the 18 April 2007 UWGEC meeting, it
was considered important to assess the outcomes of the courses using the current
GENED outcomes as approved by the UWGEC. See Attachment Dfor the GENED
outcomes.
Review and clarify substitution guidelines for GENED courses.
Working Group: Not yet established.
We also believe that steps should be taken to more clearly bring UWGEC under the
Faculty Senate.

J.J. Riley, UWGEC Chair
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General Education Subject Areas
Review Process
Draft April 16, OO7

Motion for the April UWGEC meeting
Motion: We move that the UWGEG adopt a policy of reviewing each Tier I general

education subject area course (INDV, NATS and TRAD) every five years to verify that

the -couc rneet the needs of the general education program. in cases where problems are
itkntified, rrwdifications to the course shriald be 'made or, when necessary, the course dropped

from the list of Tier I courses.

The text below, slightly extended since the January meeting, contains thoughts on how

this should be accomplished.

General structure
A periodic review of courses in the tier I and II study areas is intended to insure that the

course continues to serve its intended function as part of the University's general education

program. While it is possible that a review could result in a course being removed from

the general education lists, it is much more likely that we will simply reapprove the course,

or ask for changes. In fact, the General Education Committee's most significant tool for

iisiing that ourses offered for GE credit are rigorous aaa4are -currently muffling ail of
the requirements is having department heads and deans aware that we are continuously
monitoring comp1ance. To that end it is imperative that the Committee make itself visible
and communicate this role to all concerned every year. We must remember the tremendous
turn over in administrators in the 100+ departments and college offices.

Courses should be reviewed on a rotating basis. Ono. the system is established, we
-recoiuiiieiid ieviewíng each -course every five yeaib so that one filtirof the couTsesare reviewed

each year.

Information needed for review
In general these reviews should not be onerous. In particular, the information supplied

by the offering department and/or professors should be material that is normally part of
teaching the course.

Semesters and summer sessions in which the course was taught, number of sections and
enrählments. This information shOuld be supplied by the registrar, ideally in a table
summarizing all tier I and II courses.

Summary of grades from recent offerings, that is, how many of each grade were given.
This should also be supplied by the registrar. This seems intrusive, but it is essential
if we are to respond to the common complaints that general education courses are too

easy and a waste of time.

i



Syllabus from the last time the course was offered, and other relevant materials such

as lists of required readings, if these are not part of the syllabus. Here we hope that
this will be material that is readily available.

Portions of summaries of student evaluations that deal with course structure and con-
tent. Note that we are reviewing the course and not the particular instructors who
taught it most recently.
The useful questions from the University's student evaluation form are:

- 2. What is your overall rating of the course?

- . The difficulty level of the course is:

- 7. I expect a final course grade of:

- 9. Outside of class time, about how many hours per week have you spent on
class-related work (reading, reviewing notes, writing papers, team meetings, etc.)?

Statement from the offering department about intentions to offer the course in future
semester, and whether any changes in the course structure or content are planned.

Criteria for review
The general idea is to verify that the course continues to meet the objectives of the

general education program. This does not necessarily mean that its content and structure
are identical to those in the original proposal to list the course in the program. On the
contrary, it is expected that courses will evolve as departments learn what works and what
doesn't work, or to incorporate new developments in the field. Thus the most difficult and ill-

-4efine pactof the review is to compare 1he 1lectua1nte.fthe course to the expected
content of courses in that area. The review should also verify that the course is academically
challenging. For thís, the results öf selectèd quéstions from the student evaluations will be
relevant. The review should also check to see that structural goals such as making writing
an integral part of the course are being met. It is probably impossible to reduce this job
to a checklist. Other issues that may arise include concerns about who is actually teaching
the courses and whether courses can be continüed when the original or usual instructor is
unavailable.

Review procedures
This review should be done by a subcommittee of the University Wide General Educa-

tion committee (UWGEC) A small. subcommittee, perhaps three members, would be most
efficient. Once the procedures are agreed upon, the first three items in the list below should

-be doie by-m ersity staff. In partieur, .a-tabie showing the courses being reviewed and
the materials .availab1e should be prepared Tor posting on the DWGEC web site.

Identify courses to be reviewed in the next year. For the first year, select 20% of
the courses in each of INDV, NATS and TRAD, using courses that have been in the
program since the beginning of the current general eduation structure.

2



Request the needed information from the departments teaching the courses and from
the university administration. A simple form should be deve'oped for this purpose.

Post the materials on the UWGEC website, accessible to UWGEC members but not
to the public

The review subcommittee identifies courses with questions or problems, and attempts
to resolve these issues with the relevant departments.

The review subcommittee presents its recommendations to the full UWGEC which
may approve, modify or reject the recommendations after discussion.

Results of reviews
We expect that the most common result will be to simply approve continuation of the

course. In cases where there are questions or concerns the reviewing, subcommittee should
communicate with the offering department to resolve the issues. Finally, in the presumably
-rar-e-ceswheie itappers that a-course will-not fulfill-the fimctious expected of a tier i or
tier II course in the future, the course will be removed from the general education curriculum.

3



ring 2008:
PUot Assessment

I
Work with Spiing faculty to construct
assessment instruments for Spring

Pilot based on feasibility study

I

1I 2007:
Feasibility Study

T

Work with Fall faculty to construct
assessment instruments for Fall

feasibility study.

I

May 1st team meeting

GenEd Student Outcomes Assessment Plan
Drafted ApriI 17, 2007

Assess in Tier 2 classes for evidence of learning in Tier 1,
-near -end of Tier 2 classes for evidence of learning in
GenEd

Embedded assessment that uses or adapts existing
course assignments & 2ssessmenls as much as possible.

Incentivize instructors, not students Must be minimal
work for instructors. -

'Recruit instructors for Spring pilot

Who will work with instructors?

Incentive for instructors?

Do feasibility study with 6 Tier 2 classes spread across
strands

Collect student work around mid-semester, use to
evaluate plans for the Spring pilot

What sample do we want to take?

Who will do the actual assessment of student work
we collect?

Who will work with instructors?

'When?

Incentive for instructors?

Identify likely instructors for Fall feasibility study

Identify people to approach them, write talking points

Identify method of working with instructors to produce
assessment instrumentsfor each class.

NeedTierl &2syllabi

De)

OEkT



University-wide General Education Committee (UWGEC)
April 18, 2007

Honors Track Workgroup-proposed that:

The University-wide General Education Committee affirm the
importance of Honors sections and courses in the General Education
Program, and that the Committee urge the Vice Provost and Associate
Deans to work together with The Honors College in order to provide
sufficient seats for Honors students, in order to enhance the educational
experience of Horors students at the University.

For Honors students, Advanced Placement, International
Baccalaureate, CLEP and transfer credit be applied by academic advisors
to Tier One courses wherever appropriate and possible. That is, when the
outside credits satisfy a Generai Education requirement, advisors should
(for Honors students) apply them to the appropriate Tier One course
before applying them to Tier Two requirements.

Honors students be allowed to take one Tier One course and two Tier
Two courses within any given area (NATS,TRAD, 1NDV, HUM or
ARTS) as required within their College. That is, the Honors student would
be required to fulfill the same number of units in each area as the non-
Honors student within their College or major, but the distribution of those
units would in effçct be reversed. The specific requirements are slightly
different within each College (to the extent that General Education
requirements now vary across Colleges, and in a few cases within a
College), but the spirit and intent of the change would be consistent - the
emphasis would bF placed upon Tier Two courses for Honors students.
Motion passe4



Harrison 5/11/06

Overall Learning Outcomes
for the University-wide General Education Program

Compiled by Beth Harrison, Paul Melendez, Tom Miller, Dennis Ray, Tom Rhodes June 2005
Revised by Chris Hass, Anne-Marie Hall, Beth Harrison May 2006

Approved by the UWGEC May 17, 2006

At the end of their General Education program, students will be able to:

* Think critically

Exercise synthetic, analytic and/or computational reasoning as needed to solve problems.

Raise salient questions about the evidence, inferences, and conclusions of inquiries,
including one's own inquiries.

Infer and assess the ambiguities, assumptions, values, and purposes at issue in inquiries,
including one's own work.

* Communicate effectively

Interpret and clearly present information in varied formats, including graphs, charts, and
multimedia projects.

Compose correct and clear written material in multiple formats such as research logs,
researched reports, exam answers, and reflective essays.

Improve written and visual documents in response to feedback.

* Understand and value differences

Assess how different modes of inquiry and expression are appropriate in varied cultural
and disciplinary contexts.

Examine how differences in cultural and individual viewpoints expand our understanding
of human experience.

* Use information effectively

Access and evaluate the reliability of information from varied sources, including internet
and library resources.

Use information sources ethically and responsibly.
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The University of Arizona

Fall Student Credit Hours (SCH) as COB Day I by Course Level and
Percent that is General Education

Fall 2006

229,920

149,329

65,095

444,344

379,249

179 126

47%

Fall Student Unique Sections as COB Day I by Course Level and
Percent that is General Education

Fall 2006

2,510

2,521

3,615

8,646

5,031

1,806

36%

Total Fall Sections Fall 2003 Fall 2004 Fall 2005

Lower Sections 2,597 2,602 2,608

Upper Sections 2,587 2,544 2,522

Grad Sections 3,193 3,354 3,403

Total Sections 8,377 8,500 8,533

Total UG Sections 5,184 5,146 5,130

Total Gen Ed Sections 1,813 1,836 1,831

Gen Ed as a Percent of Total Sections 22% 22% 21%

Gen Ed as a Percent of Total UG
Sections

35% 36% 36%

Total Fall SCH Fall 2003 Fall 2004 Fall 2005

Lower SCH 232,985 230,566 231,361

Upper SCH 146,916 152,244 148,217

Grad SCH 64,201 62,976 66,541

Total SCH 444,102 445,786 446,119

Total UG SCH 379,901 382,810 379,578

Total Gen Ed SCH 177,131 177,505 177,152

Gen Ed as a Percent of Total SCH 40% 40% 40%

Gen Ed as a Percent of Total UG SCH 47% 46% 47%



APPENDIX C
The University of Arizona

Tier I Net Tuition Revenue** By College and Term

Tier 2 Net Tuition Revenue** By College and Term

Foundation Courses* Net Tuition Revenue** by College and Term

*FoundJiion Courses include the following:
English: ENGL 100, 101, 102, 103H, 104H, 106, 107, 108, 109H;

Math: MATH 105, 110, 111, 113, 114, 1 15A, i 15B, 120R, 120S, 124, 125, 129, 160, 197A, 202, 223, 243, 250A, 250B, 254, 263;
Chinese: CHN 101, 102, 201, 202; French: FREN 101, 102, 201, 202;
German: GER 101, 102, 201, 202; Greek: 101, 102, 103, 104, 201, 202, 203, 204;
Italian: ITAL1OI, 102, 201, 202, 102z, 202z
Judaic Studies: JUS 103A, 03B, 203A, 203B; Japanese: JPN 101, 102, 201, 202;
Latin: LAT 101, 102, 201, 202; Linguistic: LrNGIO4A, 104B, 204A, 204E;
Near Eastern Studies: ARS 101, 102, and NES 101, 102, 103A, 103B, 201, 202, 203A, 203B, and PER 101, 102;
Portuguese: PORT 101, 102, 200; Russian: RSSS lolA, bIB, 201A, 201B;
Spanish: SPAN 101, 102, 201, 202, 203, 205, 206, 251, 252, 253.

** Net Tuition Revnue equals total tuition less all institutional aid (merit awards, need awards, employee waivers, need-based RSA, etc.).

Total Tier One
Total Tier Two

Total Foundation
TOTAL AI) CtegQries

$8,658,193
$5,21 1,293
$9,704,711

$23,574,197

$7,193,256
$4,640,697
$7,058,358

$18,a9231i

$9,312,316
$5,531,775

$10,317,678

Enrollment Research, 6-14-2005

$7,575,497
$5,239,393
$7,61 1,378

$2O426,26

$9,090,948
$6,088,121
$9,825,023

$2004092

$7,661,374
$5,406,996
$7,443,690

College Fall 2002 Spr 2003 Fall 2003 Spr 2004 Fall 2004 Spr 2005
Agriculture & Life Sciences $849522 $754,619 $1,051,845 $684,450 $1,036,436 $777,916

rchitecture $84,493 $49,260 $35,304 $42,956 $37,699 $56,535
Business & Public Admin. $84,773 $241,638 $307,832 $337,493 $526,005 $542,035
Education $113,519 $0 $117,810 $59,742 $135,575 $141,727
Engineering & Mines $44,720 $149,237 $49,082 $161,744 $154,190 $134,112
Fine Arts $116,639 $7,455 $89,215 $109257 $55,649 $49,769
Humanities $1,183,003 $948,788 $1,339,328 $759,802 $1,222,692 $637,506
Interdisciplinary $299,325 $244,785 $252,718 $248,159 $132,637 $127,263
Science $1,422,010 $1,279,702 $1,589,564 $1,701,110 $1,467,857 $1,590,984
Social & Behav Sci $4,460,189 $3,517,772 $4,479,619 $3,440,754 $4,318,908 $3,603,528
Total $8,658,193 $7,193,256 $9,312,316 $7,575,497 $9,090,948 $7,661,374

College Fall 2002 Spr 2003 Fall 2003 Spr 2004 Fall 2004 Spr 2005
Agriculture & Life Sciences $144,286 $23,978 $188,720 $63,728 $178,874 $53,913
Architecture $0 $53,121 $56,343 $97,609 $103,163 $113,954
Arizona International $0 $0 $0 $10,689 $0 $5,490
Business & Public Admin. $681,929 $550,922 $700,871 $479,355 $589,892 $442,446
Education $55,740 $42,624 $53,454 $103,085 $116,219 $141,929
Engineering & Mines $61,130 $65,637 $63,346 $19,778 $53,247 $73,826
FineArts $1,252,558 $1,144,240 $1,500,948 $1,159,142 $1,474,179 $1,301,677
Humanities $1,188,875 $942,035 $1,173,093 $1,178,336 $1,446,627 $1,277,623
Interdisciplinary $31,369 $0 $33,644 $0 $30,347 $0
Nursing $20,908 $12,695 $0 $10,810 $0 $13,067
Science $711,529 $813,902 $640,676 $957,319 $844,735 $1,007,060
Social & Behav Sci $1,061,144 $961,542 $1,120,680 $1,159,544 $1,249,203 $962,184

dversity of Arizona South $1,825 $0 $0 $0 $1,633 $13,826
lotal $5,211,293 $4,640,697 $5,531,775 $5,239,393 $6,088,121 $5,406,996

College Fall 2002 Spr 2003 Fall 2003 Spr 2004 Fall 2004 Spr 2005
Humanities $6,057,879 $4,599,045 $6,481,334 $5,148,005 $6,177,494 $5,003,460
Science $3,445,476 $2,307,085 $3,645,927 $2,324,126 $3,435,013 $2,263,410
Social & Behav Sci $201,357 $152,228 $190,417 $139,248 $212,517 $176,821
Total $9,704,711 $7,058,358 $10,317,678 $7,611,378 $9,825,023 $7,443,690



DRAFT GenEd Student Outcomes Assessment Plan: Phase I
.Lacr.ipTaam..qn.O.tçgm.Asmnt.. .............May..

Spring 2008:
Pilot Assessment

t
Work with Spring faculty to identify

and/or construct assessment instruments
for Spring Pilot based on feasibility study.

(November 2007January 2008)

T

aII 2007:
Feasibility Study

T

Work with Fall faculty to identify
assessment instruments for Fall

feasibility study. (MayAugust 2007)

T

May 1 2007 team meeting

Assess in Tier 2 classes for evidence of learning in Tier i
near end of Tier 2 for evidence of learning in Gen Ed.

Embedded assessment that uses or adapts existing
course assignments & assessments as much as possible.

Give instructors all needed support. Must be minimal
work for instructors.

Set pilot assessment system in place: timetable, work
assignments.

Recruit instructors for Spring pilot.

Participating instructors will be provided necessary
support and given appropriate acknowledgment.

Do feasibility study with 6 Tier 2 classes spread across
strands.

Collect student work (electronically, when possible)
around mid-semester, use to evaluate plans for the
Spring pilot. Central questions include:

Can we use existing assignments?
What criteria do we use to sample student
work?

What is the workload associated with this plan?
How much faculty time is needed?

Identification of assessment instruments will be done
on the instructor's schedule (May; summer; August).

Participating instructors will be provided necessary
support and given appropriate acknowledgment.

Team members set to contact potential instructors.

Assessment instruments will be existing assignments
within Tier 2 courses.

Plan to discuss possible need for Human Subjects
approval.
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